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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
Sometimes you know a place so well for the reasons you go there that you are 
oblivious to its alternative charms. So it has been for me with the Verde Island 
Passage, which I have had a love affair with since 1982.

Over thirty years I have watched the Verde Island Passage ripple and wave, 
and sometimes pound, and have given so much thought to these motions, and 
mastery thereof, that the serenity and tranquility of what lies above and behind 
were beyond my purview. In this edition of Active Boating & Watersports I 
have corrected much of that, in offering an alternative perspective of this 
magnifi cent body of water.

The Verde Island Passage, from the water sports perspective, is really a tale of 
two towns that have fl owed in different directions by virtue of their accessibility 
from the metropolis of Manila.

Anilao, Mabini, has always been (relatively) convenient to Manila that it has 
never needed to add extra attractions and distractions in order to expand its 
appeal. Puerto Galera, on the other hand, has leveraged the, sometimes 
challenging, 15-nautical mile ferry crossing required to reach it, and offered the 
expectation of exploration and adventure; it has also loosened its corset a little 
in order to differentiate itself.

The core attraction for both towns has always been the Verde Island Passage 
and the Passage’s aquatic inhabitants – large and small. Ironically, with both 
towns having access to such a bountiful asset, promoted by so many foreign 
and local business interests, the main stream tourism promotion for the country, 
ensconced in Manila, has largely overlooked the Verde Island Passage until very 
recently. Is this because the area did not need help when compared to other 
less popular places?

A couple of years ago, in a conversation with senior Government and NGO 
entities, involved in promoting the voyage of the replica Spanish galleon, 
Andalucia, I suggested that the galleon should make a stop in Puerto Galera 
(the “port of galleons”) for a promotional photo shoot. I was astonished to 
receive the question back, “where is Puerto Galera?”. Had I stumbled on the 
crux of the issue? The problem with the relevant knowledge, it appeared, was 
that Puerto Galera is devoid an airport; to put it another way, if it is outside 
Manila it must have an airport in order to get on the travel itinerary of senior 
Government and NGO staff.

The Andalucia passed by in the middle of the night and a superb opportunity 
was lost to the four winds. 

It matters less now because Active Boating & Watersports is now promoting 
the Verde Island Passage and has discovered far more than was imagined. The 
Verde Island Passage is a place of dolphins and dragons; enjoy our adventure 
and then go and visit . . . before the airport arrives and it becomes famous.

Also in this edition are reports from of some of the most exciting and beautiful 
water sports events that have taken place, around the Philippines (from 
Zambales to Davao Oriental), during the past three months. From these reports 
you can easily see why getting wet is more fun in the Philippines.

Martyn Willes
Consulting Editor
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he annual All Souls Regatta in Puerto Galera witnesses 
the largest gathering of sailing yachts in the Philippines. 

It is the one regatta in the year that sailing members of all 
the other yacht clubs try to attend. Without question, it is 
the venue for the most fun you can have on the water, in 
the Philippines, at Halloween.

The principal sponsor of the event was Royal Cargo, with 
support from Broadwater Marine and Asian Tigers’ Lane 
Moving and Records Management. Local and international 
print and Internet based magazines – Asian Yachting, Fragrant 
Habour, Active Boating & Watersports – covered the event, 
as did the cable TV content provider Bluewave Media.

In 2012, no less than 27 yachts were competing, in four 
racing classes, making it the largest yachting event in the 
Philippines for at least the last twenty years. For the fi rst 
time there was a class-fl eet of four sleek, cruising Multi-
hulls. The two Cruising yacht divisions, totaling 19 yachts, 
were separated by the type of keel: long-keel or fi n-keel. 
Finally, there were the four out-and-out racers in the IRC 
rated, Racing class. This is the story of the Racing class and 
especially of, S/Y Sorcerer (Irwin 37 Competition), the “One 
Ton Hot Momma” designed by Ted Irwin.

Sorcerer’s motley crew, who aim to win the 2012 All Souls 
Regatta, are made up of two bankers, a publican, a sausage 
maker, a events organizer/photographer, a former J-boats 
coach, a boat-master, a newbie, your editor and of course 
the skipper – a removals and storage specialist. All have one 
thing in common: we love to sail and, perhaps strangely, we 
race for relaxation.

On regatta Day One Sorcerer circled the starting line with 
intent, checking the breeze through the Manila Channel 
and concluding that it was gusty enough to forego the 
usual starting tactic of using the spinnaker. Our rationale 
was that, with the breeze gusting 14-18 knots and twisting 
signifi cantly as each gust rolled down the passage, any time 
we would gain, by the extra speed over the relatively short 
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was that, with the breeze gusting 14-18 knots and twisting 
signifi cantly as each gust rolled down the passage, any time 
we would gain, by the extra speed over the relatively short 

distance, could to easily be negated by any small mishap or 
failure to change sails effi ciently at the end of the Passage.

We opted instead to use the large #1 jib for the start, as 
this would not need to be changed, probably all the way 
to the fi rst mark of the course - some seven miles distant 
across the Verde Island Passage. We started our run to the 
line and the breeze started to ease. The eased breeze meant 
we were at least ten seconds late starting and by the time 
we entered the Manila Channel there was barely ten-knots 
to contend with – we could have used the spinnaker! 
Nevertheless, we valiantly accomplished the passage, 
completing two gybes, and hardened up along Medio 
Island’s Long Beach, constantly trimming the sails for 
maximum propulsion in the tumbling off-shore airs.

North across the Verde Island Passage, the main question 
was where the tide would push us. We were supposed to 
crossing a fl ood tide (fl ood tide is West to East here) but 
we knew from experience that there were back-eddies and 
tide rips to contend with. A functioning GPS was an asset. 
Viewing the yachts ahead we could ascertain that the tide 
was relatively slack across the majority, and only appeared 
to have an impact near the turning mark at Chicken Feather 
Island. We prepared the spinnaker for the expected hoist at 
the island.

Most always there is a “washing machine” at the eastern tip 
of the island, its agitator and spin functions can only be 
determined upon arrival. Today, the turbulence and spin was 
limited by the approach to high tide and we were able to 
make a clean sweeping turn to head West along the far side 
of Chicken Feather Island. However, Irresistible, who had 
taken the corner wider, was now on our starboard quarter 
and when we were held up by a particularly large lump of 
water she was rocketed forward by it’s companion, bringing 
us uncomfortably close. The concern on the faces of the 
Irresistible crew was evident . . . but our powerful spinnaker 
pulled us over the lump and narrowly avoided a collision.

Because of the unique (in the Philippines) pursuit-racing 
format used in the All Souls Regatta, the slowest yachts 
in each class starts fi rst; the objective is that all yachts 
will cross the fi nish line together. As we made the turn at 
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Chicken Feather Island we took a moment to check where 
our nearest rival – Selma Star (Benneteau First 36.7) – was. 
Selma Star was now visible, about half way across the Verde 
Island Passage, in hot pursuit. The other two yachts in our 
class (Sandoway and Karakoa) were not discernible at the 
horizon but we could sense their presence.

The next marks of the course were Bonito Island, just over a 
mile East of Chicken Feather, followed by a buoy anchored 
off the distant Talipanan Beach, on Mindoro Island.

We had hoped to be able to use the power of the 
spinnaker to reach Talipanan but, as we approached Bonito, 
it became evident that the wind angle would not allow this 
and instead we hoisted the #1 jib again for a close-reach to 
the distant beach.

The fortunes of the yachts in front became our focus. 
Whether they were being taken by the fi ngers of confl icting 
tide, that are features of the tide change, or whether they 
were holding their course. It appeared that the breeze was 
very good all the way to the mark and that the tide was still 
having only a little ebb effect.

One of Sorcerer’s challenges was her relatively short water-
line-length – at 37 foot long overall she is only 30-foot at 
the waterline. Grrr! Two longer cruising yachts passed us on 
the leg to Talipanan.

At Talipanan we hardened-up, tacked at the buoy and 
changed to the #4 jib; we pulled the sails in hard for a beat 
towards the fi nish line off Haligi Beach. Selma Star was 
a little more than a mile behind and Karakoa (Andrews/
Excel 53) was clearly visible on her approach to the buoy; 
we could not identify Sandoway (Bashford 36) amongst 
the fl eet of sails that were in our wake.

We made two more tacks to keep close to White Beach and 
Aninuan Beach, West of Puerto Galera town, as we could 
see that yachts that had opted to take the long tack to the 
lay-line were being pushed back by the building ebb-tide 
– staying close to the beaches we hoped to be free of the 
ebb-tide and to, maybe, catch a little advantage of a back-
eddy close to shore.
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the waterline. Grrr! Two longer cruising yachts passed us on 
the leg to Talipanan.
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changed to the #4 jib; we pulled the sails in hard for a beat 
towards the fi nish line off Haligi Beach. Selma Star was Selma Star was Selma Star
a little more than a mile behind and Karakoa (Andrews/
Excel 53) was clearly visible on her approach to the buoy; 
we could not identify Sandoway (Bashford 36) amongst Sandoway (Bashford 36) amongst Sandoway
the fl eet of sails that were in our wake.

We made two more tacks to keep close to White Beach and 
Aninuan Beach, West of Puerto Galera town, as we could 
see that yachts that had opted to take the long tack to the 
lay-line were being pushed back by the building ebb-tide 
– staying close to the beaches we hoped to be free of the 
ebb-tide and to, maybe, catch a little advantage of a back-
eddy close to shore.

Our tactic was working in our favor but Selma Star 
and Karakoa were following our lead and closing on us 
inexorably – they had the double advantages of longer 
waterline length and shiny sails.

As we fi nally tacked and crossed the fi nish line we bested 
three of the larger cruising yachts, that had opted to take 
the long tack to the lay-line, but Selma Star and Karakoa 
were now very close. Although we had beaten them both 
on handicap there was still the IRC rating calculation to do.

We fi nished third on corrected-time, two minutes forty 
seconds behind the winner Selma Star.

In postmortem we identifi ed: maybe twenty seconds, that 
could have been recovered by a more timely start; and, 
another minute, maybe, if we had used the spinnaker at the 
start instead of being cautious by using the jib. We were at 
a loss to know where the other ninety seconds could have 
been recovered. Then, in a chance conversation, another 
skipper mentioned that Sorcerer looked too heavy in the 
stern and maybe, if we could move the rail-meat forward, 
we could improve out waterline length and gain some small 
advantage – we only needed a 1% advantage.

Day Two we were determined: today would be rail-meat-
management day.

The course for Day Two was basically a long beat up to 
a turning mark, along the South coast of Verde Island, 
followed by a longer downwind leg to the turning mark 
off Talipanan Beach, before beating back up to the 
fi nish off Haligi Beach.

At the start the breeze was a little less overall but, 
signifi cantly, a lot less gusty. We hit the start line within a 
second or two of the appointed time and, from the start, 
used the spinnaker out through the Manila Channel. A mix 
up on the jib hoist cost us about thirty seconds. One minute 
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and fi fteen seconds saved, thirty seconds lost . . . still in 
positive territory.

As we negotiated the fl uky breeze along Long Beach and 
hardened-up for the beat to Verde Island, much attention 
was paid to where the crew were sitting along the rail. 
Everyone squashed up as close as possible to the point 
on the rail perpendicular to the mast. The skipper said 
he could feel the difference and we settled in for the 
long beat to the mark.

The angle of the breeze was actually perfect for our 
heading to the place where the mark had been for the 
same race during the Easter Regatta. We even had a little 
fl ood-tide in our favor, which we could detect by aligning a 
point on Verde Island with a notable point on the distant 
Batangas coastline. However, as we watched the leading 
yachts approach the place where the mark was expected to 
be they tacked out again, as if to travel father up the coast.

Perplexed, we reasoned that if the mark was farther up the 
coast then we should tack early to keep in the infl uence of 
the positive fl ood-tide and better breeze. We tacked across 
the stern of Irresistible and headed out into the Passage 
for a couple of minutes. Eventually we could see that the 
turning mark was not so far removed from the expected 
location and quickly tacked back towards Verde Island 
once more; our course was about half a mile to windward 
of Irresistible’s course.

The fl ood-tide was still in our favor and we eventually 
had to ease down to the turning mark. Annoyingly, we 
discovered that Irresistible had not had to tack to reach the 
mark and so we calculated that we had wasted at least 

three minutes; doubly annoying as Selma Star, Karakoa and 
Sandoway were already approaching the mark and eating 
into our lead.

We rounded the mark and commenced our downwind run 
to Talipanan, under spinnaker. 

Under spinnaker the crew-weight is used to keep the yacht 
laterally level but this time we also attempted to manage 
the fore-and-aft leveling by moving a couple of crew 
farther forward than usual. The perceived benefi ts were two 
fold: the yacht appeared to be moving a little faster through 
the water; and, the skipper reported she was much more 
stable and therefore easier to keep on course. 

About two miles into the long downwind leg the skipper 
complained of dizziness (no doubt a last-night-party 
problem) so J-boats coach, David, took over the helm 
and we purposefully held our lead over Selma Star and 
Sandoway. We could do little to compete with the simply 
awesome downwind performance of Karakoa – Karakoa 
was built for the (largely) downwind ocean race from 
continental USA to Hawaii and she was in her element here 
with 12 knots of breeze in the Verde Island Passage.

At Talipanan we made a near perfect tack around the mark 
and kept close in to the beaches for the same reasons as the 
day before. 

The breeze was slightly southerly and we were able to 
hold our line to Long Beach – close enough to the fi nish 
that we did not have to tack. I took over the helm for the 
beat to Long Beach and carefully applied my experience 
to gain maximum height towards the fi nish line while not 

Above: Karakoa ahead 
of Sorcerer ahead of 
Selma Star before the 
omnishambles

Right: It was an 
omnishambles of 
monstrous proportion
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Above: Grrr! (Our 
Odyssey one of) 
Two longer cruising 
yachts passed us

Right: The concern 
on the faces of the 
Irresistible crew was 
evident

compromising the boat speed. The rail-meat management 
was continued and I could feel the increase in stability that 
the skipper had reported at the outset. At our fi nal tack for 
the mark we over-stood just enough to avoid any mishaps, 
caused by fl uky wind-shifts, and glided across the fi nish 
line, in fi rst place again on handicap.

Selma Star was closing on the fi nish line but did not allow 
for the fl uky winds and had to make two additional tacks to 
cross the fi nish line. Five minutes or so later, Karakoa came 
storming through the line; Sandoway was too far away to 
trouble our calculator.

We knew it would be close. At the clubhouse we discovered 
we had bested Selma Star by just two seconds and Karakoa 
by two minutes. We celebrated our double fi rst 1st place 
- in IRC rating performance and on handicap – with the 
traditional bottle of rum reward. Despite losing those three 
minutes on the way to Verde Island we had proven that 
better rail-meat management could win races for us.

In the fi nal race, on Day Three, there was everything to play 
for: in the overall handicap championship we were tied fi rst 
with three other yachts; in the IRC racing class we were 
second - one point behind Selma Star and one point ahead 
of Karakoa (Sandoway was out of contention). If we could 
best any one of the three tied handicap yachts then we 
would be on the podium; if we could also best Selma Star 
and Karakoa we would take fi rst place in the IRC Racing 
class.

We all agreed that, as this particular race would be recorded 
by national and international yachting media from Hong 
Kong, Malaysia & the Philippines, and there would be a 
cable-television crew in attendance, we had to either, beat 
the others or, crash out in spectacular style in front of the 
cameras. We aimed for the former.

Out through the Manila Passage the spinnaker worked well 
and we changed to the jib without mishap. We could not 
hold tight into the beaches as we would have wished but 

instead took the line out across the Verde Island Passage 
until we found the tide-rip that we expected to give us extra 
easterly momentum. We tacked into the tide-rip and 
accepted the expected push.

This maneuver brought us into the headland beneath 
Escarceo Point where we had to make a short tack, to round 
the corner, before heading for the Bulabod Beach turning 
mark. One of the tied handicap yachts was already on the 
return leg and would be impossible to beat, but all of the 
others were within reach at this time . . . Selma Star and 
Karakoa were already threatening.

Some confusion over the exact location of Bulabod Beach 
caused the skipper some loss of concentration. Bulabod 
Beach is hard to locate when approaching from the North 
because the beach faces East and is hidden by a small 
headland; the buoy used for the turning mark is small 
enough that it cannot be easily seen, unless within a mile. 
We were sailing high and fast, with rail-meat well managed, 
while Selma Star and Karakoa were getting uncomfortably 
close to our stern. 

Rounding the mark went well and we prepared the 
spinnaker, although the wind angle was not yet desirable 
for Sorcerer’s symmetrical kite. Behind, Selma Star+ raised 
an asymmetric spinnaker to take advantage of the more 
forward breeze angle but she struggled to keep it full 
and was taken off course more than once.

We stayed high of Escarceo Point and were able to ease 
down and hoist the spinnaker about two miles out. A few 
tricky moments managed and we then eased sheets, down 
to the turn. Our competition was now very close at hand 
and we would have to be cunning to stay ahead.

We knew where the turning mark off Lalaguna Beach was 
traditionally placed, so we gybed the boat for the expected 
location. Observing the yachts ahead we discovered that, 
on this occasion, the mark had actually been lain about 
half a mile farther out to sea and our line was now less 
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desirable for the purpose. Fortunately, Selma Star had some 
diffi culties gybing and we lost very little to her with the 
extra distance sailed.

Only one obstacle to overcome now – the turn along Long 
beach towards the fi nish.

Approaching the turn we gybed onto port tack and headed 
for the perfect point to turn; we could still get ahead of one 
of the tied handicap boats and we could maybe hold off 
Selma Star and Karakoa. 

Meanwhile the camera boat, with all the representatives of 
the national and international yachting press, plus the 
cable-television people, were capturing our progress in 
pixels – we were, as they said later, “the most solid looking 
boat and crew on the race track”.

Nobody was watching Selma Star. 

Selma Star edged closer to us and called “starboard”. We 
gybed to starboard again. Selma Star gybed onto port. We 
gybed back to follow. 

The fi rst gybe was completed without error. However, as 
we started the second gybe Eddy made an uncharacteristic 
error with hooking up the spinnaker guy to the pole, and 
had to get everyone to undo their gybe-actions to correct it. 
At which point the mast-end of the spinnaker pole crashes 
onto the cabin-top (we have told the skipper before that we 
need a new jammer at the mast and this is exactly why). In 

Karakoa was already 
approaching the mark

Sandoway (Bashford 36) was 
never in contention this year
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Above: The tradi-
tional bottle of rum 
reward, to celebrate 
our (race two) double 
fi rst 1st place

Right: Crew Karakoa 
celebrate their fi rst 
win in class in race 3

managing the nest of lines and errant pole on the fore deck, 
the head of the jib is pushed over the bow. Jib retrieved 
and pole sort of sorted, we decide to drop the kite and raise 
the jib; it is hoisted only two meters before we fi nd that it 
was twisted upon retrieval from the water and cannot be 
hoisted clean.

Finally, Eddy unraveled the twist in the jib and we made 
our way towards the fi nish line. We had lost maybe three 
minutes with our spectacular display of frantic confusion . . . 
an omnishambles of monstrous proportion.

A billowing cloud of dark resignation consumes the crew 
and, for the fi rst time in the regatta, our sail-handling, even 
on the simple reach to the fi nish, went to the four winds. 
Sorcerer glided across the fi nish line; crew depressed, even 
though we did not then fully appreciate how close we had 
come to victory.

In the fi nal analysis, our corrected-time told us that we 
actually lost by only two minutes and fi fty four seconds . . . 

Spinnaker - large (usually colorful) sail traditionally used when sailing 
 downwind
Kite - alternative word for a spinnaker
Jib  -  a triangular sail, hoisted in front of the mast
Gybe/Gybing – turning the yacht, keeping the wind behind during a turn  
 but changed to the opposite side
Tack/Tacking – turning the yacht, keeping the wind ahead during a turn   
 but changed to the opposite side
Harden Up - to bring the sails in closer to the center-line of the yacht   
 when  heading towards the wind
Flood (Tide) - the direction of water fl ow when the sea level is rising
Ebb (Tide) - the direction of water fl ow when the sea level is dropping
Back-eddy - an area of water fl owing in the opposite direction to the 
 general fl ow
Tide-rip - a visible line of turbulent water where two bodies of water fl ow   
 in opposing directions
GPS - Global Positioning System, used to determine location, speed and   
 relative velocity
Turning Mark - a predetermined point on the water around which racing   
 yachts must turn (usually a buoy or an island)
Washing Machine – an area of water where there is a signifi cant tide rip 
 and large lumps of water
Lump (of water) - a standing wave or upwelling, typically associated with a  
 tide-rip or an underwater obstruction
Pursuit-racing - where boats start at different times (based upon a 
 computed handicap), where the faster boats pursue the slower boats  
 that started ahead

Wind Angle - the direction of the wind relative to the heading of the yacht
Close-reach - where the yacht is sailing with the wind angle well forward   
 of the mast but not quite beating
Beat/Beating - where the yacht is sailing towards the wind and where the  
 wind angle to the yacht’s heading is as acute as possible without 
 stalling the sail (a typical beating wind angle is 24-20 degrees)
Waterline-length - the length of a yacht’s hull measured exactly at the   
 waterline, as viewed from the side (longer waterline-length = faster   
 yacht)
Lay-line - an imaginary line extending from a mark of the course precisely  
 perpendicular to the mark as viewed from the yacht
Corrected-time – the elapsed time for the race multiplied by the IRC 
 rating number
Over-stood - to go beyond the lay-line, i.e. to sail farther than is 
 apparently necessary
Shiny Sails - modern racing sails, made from man-made fi bers and 
 laminates, are most frequently shiny in appearance 
 (sometimes: ‘crinkly sails’)
Rail-meat - crew who sit along the rail of the yacht, positioning their   
 weight to balance the yacht
(calling) Starboard - basic safety/racing rule where a boat having the wind   
 coming from its starboard side has priority over a boat having the   
 wind coming from its port side
Symmetrical Kite – a spinnaker designed especially for use when the   
 breeze is aft of the beam
Asymmetrical Kite – a spinnaker designed especially for use when the   
 breeze is slightly forward for the beam

Glossary of 
Sailing Terms 

Used

in other words, without the three minutes lost with our 
omnishambles at the fi nal turn, we would have clinched 
victory in the 2012 Royal Cargo All Souls Regatta in IRC 
Racing class and we would have achieved third in the overall 
handicap championship.

As with every day of sailing, competitively or cruising, there 
is much to be learned by the team that listens. We listened 
and found the sweet spots, upwind and downwind, in the 
management of rail-meat. Even the skipper listened and has 
agreed to invest in a new jammer for the spinnaker pole. We 
are a better team for the ideas shared and lessons learned.

Watch out Selma Star and Karakoa. When we meet again 
on the race course you will fi nd a renewed Sorcerer with a 
new IRC rating to make you very afraid.

For more information about sailing regattas in Puerto Galera or 
for information about how to learn to sail in the most beautiful 
bay in the World in the Philippines, contact the Puerto Galera 
Yacht Club or visit their website: www.pgyc.org. 
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For such a 
small barangay, 
the event was 
huge and was 
packed full of 
local fl avor.

Candelaria is a small town, North of the capitol, Iba, and 
just North of Masinloc Bay. Fishing and agriculture are 
the main sources of income for the majority, although 
there is visible evidence of rampant mining in the 
mountains, which has at times damaged the rivers and 
lakes. Governor Ebdane is keen to boost tourism in the 
province so that the mining activities may be reduced, 
without affecting the overall provincial fi nances.

In the barangay of Uacon, Candelaria, the enthusiasm 
for tourism, centered on water sports, is clearly evident. 
Everywhere we went we were greeted with welcoming 
smiles and a little curiosity.

The fi rst day of kayaking in the Kayak Explore Zambales 
event started at 5.30am, with breakfast on the beach. 
Kayaking pairs, registered for the 36Km Kayak Marathon, 
prepared themselves for the grueling paddle ahead. Local 
boys - would-be hero’s - were seen fl exing, stretching 
and displaying their very evident muscles to the delight 
of friends and local well-wishers; it was a bit of macho 
intimidation too because there were teams from 
all around the country here and a Uacon winner was 
expected.

By 7.00am, with and almost waveless bay ahead, they were 
off, paddling for victory: out from Uacon Bay, around the 
point to Masinloc Bay, before returning through Uacon Bay 
to the fi nish on the shores of Uacon Lake.

ayak Explore Philippines aims to open new 
frontiers for eco-tourism by kick-staring the 

sport of kayaking in places you would not normally 
imagine. Candelaria, Zambales, is one of those places.

Kayak Philippines, the enterprise behind the Kayak 
Explore events, has spent the best part of a year planning, 
training and developing the sport in Candelaria, with 
the active involvement of Governor Hermogenes 
Ebdane Jr. and the Department of Tourism, through 
the Provincial Tourism Offi cer Ms. Tel Mora.

Zambales has always been one of my favorite provinces 
to ride. Once you negotiate the tortuous road through 
Olongapo City & Subic Town, and reach the coast, the 
traffi c evaporates. The vista afforded by the various 
Zambales mountains on the right and the West Philippine 
Sea on the left make the drive North a delight, for 
the most part comparable to California’s Pacifi c Coast 
Highway 1. Along the way are small restaurants and 
resorts, that cater primarily for local travelers but 
almost all seem to have an international fl avor to offer. 
To me, it is a province waiting to be uncovered.

K

Kayak Explore ZambalesWith and almost wave-
less bay ahead, they 
were off, paddling for 
victory

Words & 
photographs by 
JULIET SOLAR

The large weathered 
tree where I engaged 
the western reef egret 
in conversation
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Kayak Explore Zambales

Meanwhile the start of the other main event was in 
preparation: the Multi-sport Triathlon+1 Relay race.

The Multi-sport Triathlon+1 Relay is believed to be a 
World fi rst. It is designed to encourage the largest number 
of people to engage in the widest range of sporting 
activities. Like a triathlon it contains the disciplines of 
swimming, cycling and running, and then adds kayaking 
into the mix. Making it a relay race encourages more 
competitors, with specifi c sporting excellence to achieve 
a team result instead of simply an individual iron-man 
victory; I like iron-men but the participants here were 
evidently more excited about team performance . . . it 
engages a broader community spirit, something the 
Governor is obviously keen to reinforce.

In Multi-sport Triathlon+1 Relay each team comprises four 
people, of which at least one must be a girl. Starting 
with a 1.5Km swim out to Potipot Island, the swimmer 
should handover to two kayakers for the 5Km paddle to 
Uacon Lake, where a  singleton 10Km trail bike ride was 
required, followed by a 2Km road race. In all cases, the 
5Km paddle was where the girls stepped in. Having now 
seen the excitement generated by this race format, I can 
see that it might catch on elsewhere in the Philippines, 
where there is a growing appreciation for teamwork as 
opposed to individualism . . . the traditional iron-men 
need to be prepared to be assimilated I think. 

We media followed the swimmers out to Potipot Island, 
to witness the fi rst handover to kayakers, before heading 
around to Masinloc Bay where we hoped to see the 
Marathon kayakers complete their outbound leg and 
start their return to the fi nish.

Masinloc Bay, with its shallow waters (very shallow in 
places) and islets, would be a great place for kayaking 
exploration, snorkeling and wakeboarding. Sheltered 
from the Amihan winds by the Zambales mountains and 
from the Habagat winds by the southern peninsular, 
there is never too much wind here so the water is very 
fl at and safe for learning most water sports. The town’s 
waterfront features a large promenade area for spectators 
so I can imagine many other watery competitions 
being organized here in the future. The only blight on 
the otherwise idyllic landscape here is the enormous 
edifi ce of the Masinloc coal-fi red power station.

After watching the last of the Marathon paddlers stop 
for refreshment at the turning mark we headed back to 
Uacon, for a festival of culture and food at the Uacon 
Plaza beside the lake.
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Swimmers rush for 
a 1.5 km swim to 
Potipot Island

Below: Swimmers 
take their marks

Middle: Arriving at 
our ultimate objective: 
beautiful Potipot 
Island

Right: Last place 
Marathon kayakers 
(Mia Antonio & team-
mate) arrive after 
more than 7 hours

Uacon Lake is not a lake in the conventional sense. For 
sure it is a large body of water fed by a river, and it 
appears to be completely separated from the sea. 
However, in the northwest corner there is a twisting, 
mangrove-lined passage that connects it directly to 
Uacon Bay – it is tidal and mostly salty.

The fi esta included street dancing by the Masinloc 
Street Dancers troupe (reputed to be the best of the 
best in this part of Luzon) and a presentation of traditional 
dances from a group of Aeta – the indigenous peoples 
of the area. The former was a noisy, fl amboyant exhibition 
of synchronized athleticism, supposedly honoring the 
mango - the most prolifi c fruit of Zambales. The latter 
was a touching portrayal of the how the ancient spirits and 
maternalism have guided the lives of farmer families for 
countless millennia. The assembled crowd (almost the 
whole barangay) loudly applauded the entertainment 
but, sadly, I perceived, almost ignored the education.

With the arrival of most of the Marathon kayakers (local 
heroes in second and third place), we all dined on a 
selection of succulent seafood and fresh fruits.

Eventually, the last pair of the Marathon kayakers 
arrived in mid-afternoon, having spent more than sev-
en hours on the water. They were exhausted but de-
lighted to have completed the course, even if they were 
at least three hours behind the winners.

Uacon Bay is peppered with beach resorts, almost 
exclusively owned by local families and mostly with 

standards of accommodation above average for 
‘provincial Philippines’. In a generous show of community 
spirit, media representatives were provided with rooms 
at a variety of resorts, that are all members of the local 
resort owners association. The largest and most modern 
is the Dawal Beach Resort; I stayed at the Isla Vista 
Resort while other media were billeted at the Beach 
House ni Dok. When comparing notes later, we all 
agreed that the size of rooms and amenities offered 
provided much better value for money than was achievable 
in most other resort areas of the Philippines. It is not 
often you can fi nd a 25-square meter double room, 
with hot & cold water, air-conditioning, cable TV on a 
large fl at screen and free Internet (that actually works), 
for Php1,600 (less than US$40) per night.

As the sun left an almost cloudless sky to dusk, we 
gathered with almost every member of the barangay 
and more, to attend the Governor’s Night party on the 
beach. For such a small barangay, the event was huge 
and was packed full of local fl avor.  For many kids, who 
just wanted to be kids, there was the beautiful beach on 
which to innocently frolic; for those who appreciate organized 
entertainments, there were dancing competitions, 
serenades and games for the children. For the men to 
show off their strength, skill and teamwork, the competition 
to be the fi rst to climb the greasy bamboo poles was 
the highlight . . . although it took a lot longer than 
expected for the poles to be climbed on this occasion. 
Apart from the pole climbers and their friends, almost 
everyone, it seemed, was focused on the stage.

While the media and other guests were invited to a 
catered dinner, the majority of the attendees were 
subjected to a Boodle Fight. The Boodle Fight is said 
to originate from the ground forces of the military. In 
combat camps a Boddle Fight would be where, at meal 
times, banana leaves are lain on the ground, rice is 
placed on the leaves and then meat and or vegetables 
are placed on top; the command to eat is given and 
everyone rushes in to engage in kamayan style (with 
the hands) eating combat. In a social Boodle Fight (as 
we witness here in Uacon) the leaves are placed on 
table tops instead of on the ground and water jugs are 
available for everyone to wash their hands in advance; 
everyone lines up at the table and digs in when the 
commander gives the sign. Here, ten very long tables 
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were used and the Governor and his assembled city 
mayors led the dig. It is not often that you see 
hundreds of otherwise modern diners honoring the 
ways of the ancients in such a public display.

As the Governor’s night approached midnight, the 
awards were presented for sporting excellence.

Up early again, to the beach for a sunrise breakfast and 
to discover one of the organized tours designed for va-
cationers who want to explore Zambales by kayak.

Starting in Uacon Lake, we, the media, paddled to the river 
entry to the lake and were provided instruction in the 
importance and the act of planting mangroves. On the 
sandy mud we all took ten mangrove seeds and a bam-
boo dibber, then squished our way to a series of tapes 
lain on the ground, just above the low-water line. Each 
mangrove seed was planted to about a third of its length, 
a meter from its nearest companion. 

We were obviously not the fi rst to do this here, as there 
were successive lines of mangrove saplings reaching 
back towards the high-water line. Somehow, being able 

to see that previous plantings were fl ourishing added 
extra value to our own experience – it illustrated that 
even our tiny efforts could produce a tangible result 
and, perhaps as important, that we were not alone in 
our desire to improve the planet for our grandchildren.

We left our mangrove seeds to await the incoming tide 
and paddled across the lake towards the passage that 
leads to the sea. Passing along the mangrove lined 
waterway there was much bird and reptile wildlife to 
observe, but we were on a schedule so erudite exploration 
would have to await our next visit.

We paused for a break under the spans of the road 
bridge that carries the highway traffi c North to Pangasinan, 
and then out into Uacon Bay, where we could now see 
our ultimate objective: beautiful Potipot Island.

Potipot Island is basically a spit of sand that has formed
behind a rocky outcrop. The sand is almost pure white but 
not as soft as the sand around the main bay. The center of 
the island has been planted over decades with fruiting 
trees, and bamboo huts are available for rent for over-
night sleeping or as a daytime rest-house. Alternatively 
you can pitch a tent and camp on  the island. It takes around 
ten minutes to circumnavigate the beach perimeter.

Here on Potipot Island is tranquility and peace for the 
mind. It would be a delicious place to have a spa.

The water around Potipot Island is supposed to be a 
marine protected area but two fi sherman I discovered 
there obviously had not heard of this and wished to 
sell me the smallest lobster I have ever seen caught. 
I declined their offer and suggested they put it back 
and wait until it had had the chance to procreate before 
catching it again; they looked at me as if I had arrived 
from another planet. I walked on and engaged in more 
intelligent conversation with a western reef egret 
(egretta gularis), that was determined to fi nd its lunch 
near a large weathered tree.

After our own lunch, of grilled fi sh and fresh tomato 
& green mango salad, we said goodbye to Potipot Is-
land and paddled back to the kayak landing stage, 
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Being able to see that 
previous plantings 
were fl ourishing added 
extra value

Below: The Isla Vista 
Resort offers good 
value for money 
rooms, swimming pool 
and free internet

Bottom: Triathlon+1 
teams pose for their 
fans before the start 

Bottom Right: 36 km 
Marathon winners 
with Governor Ebdane



and prepared to board the bus that would take us back 
to the metropolis.

The many gifts of inspiration that Uacon and Potipot 
had provided were supplemented by an OTOP (One 
Town One Product) gift from Ms. Tel Mora - dried mango 
and a small bottle of mango wine.

Thank you Governor Ebdane, PTO Tel Mora and all the 
people of Uacon who welcomed us so warmly. Kayaking 
Zambales is truly an excellent value for money adventure 
vacation.

For more information about kayaking Candelaria, contact 
PTO Ms. Tel Mora at the Provincial Capitol Building, in 
Iba: telephone +63 47 811-7216; for more information 
about Kayak Philippines visit their website www.kayak-
philippines.com

To Get To Candelaria, Zambales
I prefer to ride but getting to Candelaria is easy if you 
do not have your own car or motorbike. Air-conditioned 
Victory Liner buses run daily from Pasay City and 
Cubao, to Sta. Cruz, Zambales – Candelaria is the town 
before Sta. Cruz.

Plans are already in place, and contracts are reportedly 
signed, to commence construction of an extension to 
the SCTEx (Subic-Clark-Tarlac Expressway), so that in 
the future you will be able to arrive at the beautiful 
Zambales coastal road without having to suffer the 
traffi c frustration of Olongapo City and Subic Town. 

The Masinloc Street Dancers honoring the mango

The Aeta dances are designed to educate as well as entertain
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Vasco’s Cup 2012 – The Wizard’s Story
My secret 
weapon is a 
“blooper”. 
Slightly less 
than half the 
size of the 
spinnaker, the 
blooper is a 
light-weight 
sail that has 
got me out of 
many a hole in 
the past. 

Words by 
The “HOT MOMMA”

Photographs by
GIRLIE CERVANTES

 

Inset: The fi rst glimmer 
of the rising sun pierces 
the Eastern horizon 
with spectacular rays

Background: The trio 
behind are bringing the 
new breeze to us faster
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feel so much lighter this morning. Eddy came here 
early with a new companion, Noel, and has taken 

most of the heavy stuff ashore; my anchor is amid-
ships on the cabin fl oor. I am breathing freely: hatches 
open and those smelly cushions have gone. Eddy even 
roughly scrubbed my bum and removed most of those 
paint-pinching critters that seem to have increased in 
number in line with the increased pollution that oozes 
around the marina here in Subic Bay.

With this level of activity from Eddy I am guessing the 
skipper will be here soon with some motley crew; maybe 
we have a charter? It will be good to be out in some 
clean water again. 

Skipper plus two climbing aboard; big luggage . . . 
maybe we are going somewhere exciting. What’s that 
I hear? “Puerto Galera”. Well fl ip my jib! it must be the 
Vasco’s Cup race to Puerto.

More heavy stuff goes ashore . . . I never knew why 
Eddy kept those broken winches in the port locker 
anyway. Three more crew arriving; blocks of ice to drip 
into my bilge; drinks and food for all. Engine starts 
fl awlessly, mooring lines cast-off and I can head out 
for the start.

The skipper is at my helm, focused. His familiar soft 
palms caressing the sun-warmed smoothness of my 
wheel, but the wash at my transom gurgles a little only; 
about four knots of breeze, not even enough to start 
the boat-speed paddle wheel. The northeast monsoon 
may have arrived two weeks before but the tropical 
storm that passed a few days ago has messed up the 
gradient breeze and left the Bay almost fl at clam.

I can see four other yachts circling the start line . . . 
familiar friends: Selma Star, who beat me last year; 
Irresistible, who bailed out and motored, in 2011, when 
the glassy calm off Morong frustrated her crew for 
too many hours; Windjammer, happily, I am sure, with 
owner aboard but without the buoy-impaling Dirk; 
and, Serenity I, with her new owner, undertaking his 
fi rst long race. Waiting for the fi ve-minute countdown 
to the start.

It is gone 2 o’clock already but the breeze has not in-
creased; masthead reports, only nudging six knots at 
times.

Off Vasco’s Bar & Grill at two fi fty-fi ve and skipper is 
bringing me around the committee boat. New crew, 
David and Ann, easily tack my jib, with John and Hans 
in support; Girlie is clicking away in between handling 
the check stays; Martyn is on the mainsheet, with Eddy 
and Noel at the mast. My big spinnaker is bagged and 
ready.
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At three exactly, commotion on deck. Five seconds shy 
of the line at the gun but, as I am able to climb into 
clear air, the spinnaker is ready for hoist; Selma Star on 
my port beam and the other three slightly astern. Martyn 
moves to the spinnaker sheet; a clean hoist and I can 
feel a little more fl ow around my keel, a determined 
ripple on my bow and the paddle-wheel is in motion.

Selma Star is sailing deeper and a little faster towards 
the container-port cranes. I can hear David and Martyn 
discussing the patches of breeze ahead. We can all see 
that West, past buoy 13, there is almost no breeze. 
Serenity and Windjammer have their spinnakers up also 
(Irresistible has yet to deploy) but I am getting in the 
groove now and none are a threat at this time.

Gybing before 13, I carry the breeze to Selma Star who 
is now fl oundering a mile or so short of Grande Island 
and the only mark of the course: buoy 3.

From the masthead I can see that the breeze ahead 
is evaporating and a new breeze is rippling the water 
from Subic Town. Almost motionless in the doldrums, 
Martyn and the skipper agree that my secret weapon, 
especially used for ultra-light winds, should replace the 
almost lifeless spinnaker.

My secret weapon is a “blooper”. Slightly less than half 
the size of the spinnaker, the blooper is a light-weight 
sail that has got me out of many a hole in the past. 
Today it will take me within hailing distance of Selma 
Star, who I approach just as a small pod of dolphins 
porpoise into view and explore our modest racing fl eet. 
Dolphins are easily bored when my bow-wave is small 
and they head off to seek more interesting distractions.

I am slowly closing on Selma Star under blooper but 
the trio behind are bringing the new breeze to us faster. 
As pressure on my sheet blocks increases with the new 
breeze, the spinnaker is deployed once more and all 
fi ve yachts start to move more swiftly, fi nally, out past 
Grande Island . . . Selma Star still just ahead of me and 
the trio behind are becoming strung out.

The sun is easing down towards the horizon and I can 
hear Girlie pixelating my friends, who are closer inshore 
than I. My crew have a new strategy . . . and it seems 
to be working. The sea starts me dancing rough, as the 
following wave-set from the Bay is mixed with a gentle 
swell from the north. The chop is slight though, our 
progress hardly impeded.

Talk I can hear suggests the plan it to continue on a 
heading of one-eight-zero until Manila Bay, “to avoid 
the expected hole off Bataan” and then harden up to 
Fortune Island. The skipper is still at the helm, with 

I
Vasco’s Cup 2012 – The Wizard’s Story
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Serenity and 
Windjammer have 
their spinnakers up, 
Irresistible has yet to 
deploy

Martyn easing and tensioning the spinnaker for maximum 
power; most everyone else is sitting in the cockpit or 
on my cabin top. A new fragrance is emanating from 
my oven and fi lling the cabin: lasagna a la Girlie!

Life is good for me: clear water around my girth, a 
steady breeze in my kite and I am inching ahead of my 
friends. The new strategy is working it seems. Being as 
I am a mile or so farther out to sea, Selma Star is slower 
than usual and I am easily keeping her pace. Before 
sundown I am offi cially in the lead, or at least that is 
what another, larger pod of dolphins came by to tell me . . . 
they also remind me it will be a full moon this night and 
to watch out for fi shing nets.

At dusk I can still see Selma Star way closer to the 
shore than I. She has picked up a bit of breeze and has 
inched forward again - her masthead and stern light 
are just visible about a mile ahead by my reckoning. 
Irresistible’s green masthead and bow lights are visible, 
about a mile behind, on the same course as Selma Star. 
I wonder if they are having as much fun as I?

The skipper and Eddy have been alternating trimming 
my spinnaker for the last two hours, with Martyn at 
the helm. For the others, there is little to do except 
occasionally adjust the spinnaker-guy and enjoy Girlie’s 
culinary sorcery. 

An almost full moon rises over Bataan: ochre, at fi rst, 
through the haze; and, eventually, clearly brilliant 
white. There would be a feast of stars above except 
for the overpowering fl oodlights of the multiple squid-
boats that punctuate all horizons, as if the very fabric 
of the cloak of night is being attacked and Ra is trying 
to break through early. My friends are somewhere out 
there, beyond the fl oodlights, but I am blind to any 
relative achievement.

Passing the mouth of Manila Bay the breeze remains 
easterly and a modest swell adds new movement to my 

passage. Abeam of Drum the breeze starts to back and 
I can feel the helm adjusting to a course that should 
bring us just inside Fortune Island. Still no sign of my 
friends.

For the fi rst time this year the light on Fortune Island is 
working and guides me to pass within half a mile. The 
squid-boats are replaced by smaller fi shing bankas and 
the stars are now almost fully visible.

Dolphins come close to talk of their day and ask how I 
am. What can I say? With eight knots of breeze on my 
port quarter and under a fi rmament scattered with a 
trillion suns, life is still good.

My next objective is to keep my keel off Calatagan Reef. 
This is where I frequently have to trust the accuracy of 
the skipper’s GPS, for the Calatagan light has not been 
working for at least a year either . . . but tonight it is 
patiently fl ashing its warning and my crew heed it well. 
From my masthead I can already see the Cape Santiago 
light.

Jib replaces spinnaker as my sheets are hardened up 
for the beat up the Verde Island Passage to Puerto Galera. 
Still no sign of my friends . . . reminiscent of the 2011 
race along the same course. The difference this morning 
is that, as the fi rst glimmer of the rising sun pierces 
the Eastern horizon with spectacular rays that reach 
far above my Windex, we can see that the sea is only 
slightly troubled by the wind. This is good because 
most often, in the western reaches of the Verde Island 
Passage, I am pounded across square wave-troughs, up 
to two meters deep, by the crew’s tired helming. Today, 
I think I am going to enjoy the passage with something 
other than pounding.

Pointing high is always the way I favor to transit from 
Cape Santiago to Puerto Galera but all too often I am 
forced down, by a veering breeze, and have to fi nish 
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the voyage short-tacking up the coast of Mindoro 
Island. This morning I can see that, unless the helm 
gets lazy, I should be able to hold the line to Maricaban 
Island without too much trouble, and potentially all the 
way to Puerto Galera.

Approaching Maricaban there is still no sight of my 
friends, ahead or behind, although I think I can just 
make out a yacht, ghost-like in the morning haze, a 
few miles ahead and tacking across my line. My crew 
are seeking confi rmation but are confused by the many 
fi shing bankas with sails, skipping to and fro in search 
of food for their masters. Another passing pod of 
dolphins say they are pretty sure that they saw another 
boat like me about an hour before, “but it was white”. 
The skipper hands the helm over to Martyn for what 
should be the fi nal ten-mile beat to the fi nish.

I enjoy the seduction of Martyn helming upwind in 
light winds, he has a particular passion for fi xating on 
my tell-tails and his hands are ever so sensitive to apply 
such delicious pressure to my rudder. Different species 
I know, but I am attracted. 

In these conditions, Martyn can deftly build apparent-
wind that allows me, even with my 20-year-old sails, 
to point inside 20 degrees, with good speed . . . right 
now, my paddle wheel tells me that Puerto Galera is 
approaching at over seven knots. Again and again he 
teases me to a climax in knots, that I feel I want to hold 
forever. Only a wind-shift can break the spell.

Oops! I should have kept my bow down . . . a wind shift, 
caused by the tumbling air around the mountains of 

Mindoro, heads me below the ideal course but Martyn 
gets me as close as possible. Two short tacks and, to 
the delight of my crew, I glide past the rocks at the 
entrance to the Manila Passage.

It will be another day before I hear that I have beaten 
Selma Star et al and won the 2012 Vasco’s Cup, Subic 
to Puerto Galera race, but by then it is time to get ready 
for the fi rst race of the All Souls Regatta. There is no 
peace for the wizard but I am happy that, with stealth 
today, this old she-panther hunted down its quarry as 
my creator originally intended.

Editor’s notes: 

The S/Y Sorcerer is an Irwin 37 Competition (originally 
advertised as the “One Ton Hot Momma”), she was 
built as the personal racing yacht of her designer, Ted 
Irwin, and launched under the name “La Pantera” (the 
panther) in 1972; for a mature girl she tells a good yarn too. 

The annual Subic to Puerto Galera Race is organized 
by the Saturday Afternoon Gentlemen Sailors (“SAGS”) 
supported by Vasco’s Bar & Grill, the home of the 
Magellan’s Maritime Museum in Subic Bay.

For more information about sailing in and around 
Subic Bay contact SAGS, through The Lighthouse 
Marina Resort Hotel in Subic Bay, or visit the website 
www.subicsailing.com. 

The skipper is at my helm, focused I enjoy the seduction of Martyn helming upwind in light winds, fi xating on my tell-tails
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Cell No. 09178834888 / 09228388445 / 09399945516 / 09173142203
Tel. No. (038) 502 9081 / (038) 502 9092
Website: www.dumaluanbeach.com    Email: dumaluanbeach@yahoo.com

at 
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After this 
event, Paoay 
Lake will 
become an 
International 
Rowing 
Centre, and it 
won’t be long 
before a 
Filipino or 
three are 
competing for 
places at a 
future Olympic 
Games.

Words by
 BRUCE CURRAN

Photographs courtesy 
of Manila Boat Club

he Event

“In rowing as in life, there are competitors and there are 
racers. The competitor works hard and rows to his limit. 
The racer does not think of limits, only the race.”

- Jim Dietz, Rowing Coach, USCGA

Rowing teams from all over Asia and from further 
afi eld are starting to register for the Amateur International 
Rowing Regatta to be held in these tropical Philippine 
Islands. It will be the 71st ARAE-FEARA Regatta 
(‘Amateur Rowing Association of the East’- ‘Far East 
Amateur Rowing Association’) running from 13th to 
20th of January 2013. 

80 contestants from 8 countries have already signed 
in for this International Event.
 
Dubai, Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan, Singapore, Hong 
Kong, Australia, and Philippines as the hosts, are all 
aboard for 8 days of rowing. 

The Business Mirror is the Offi cial Print Media Partner 
for the Event, and The Manila Bulletin and The Inquirer 
newspapers are the Offi cial Media Supporters of this 
unique occasion.

Slim, sleek and fast row boats will be powering their 
way along an inland lake in the north of the country. 
Oars are used by the contestants to propel the boats. 

T Classic oars used to be made out of wood, but these 
days modern oars are made from more expensive and 
durable synthetic material, the most common being 
carbon fi bre. Sliding seats add power by giving leverage 
to the legs backed up by full body movement all 
directly linked to the oarsmen’s arm strokes.

Rowing is one of the few non-weight bearing sports 
that exercises all the main muscle groups, including 
the quads, the biceps, the triceps, the lats, the glutes 
and the abdominal muscles. These areas of the body 
coordinate to transfer power down to an oarsman’s 
blade, and the craft swiftly slices a path through water.

Like all sports the jargon used is unique, which confi rms 
the universal phrase “We are all separated by a common 
language”. Let us take the oar, which is referred to as 
a blade in the case of a sweep, but as a scull when 
sculling. A sweep-oar is when a rower holds a single 
oar with both hands. A skull is the type of oar when 
the person rowing has a separate oar in each hand. 
Bang! As the Manila Boat Club says, “Winning oar 
Losing. More fun in the Philippines.”

The host of this International Event is the MBC (Manila 
Boat Club: www.manilaboatclub.com), which is the 
oldest Sporting Club in the Philippines, dating back 
to 1895. Their current boathouse, garden area and 
Clubhouse have been nestled next to the Pasig River 
since 1932. David’s Salon, Fieldtech Asia Inc. and The 

Sweep oars, when the 
rower holds a single 
blade (oar) with both 
hands

Rowing to Victory   

Paoay Lake, 
Ilocos Norte
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Woodman’s Head pub in Makati are some of their 
welcomed sponsors.

They have some punchy phrases to keep you focused: “Totus 
Tractus Una – Latin for ‘Together Pulling as One’; “The 
GLORY is in the TEAM, NOT the INDIVIDUAL.”; “Winning 
medals is good, racing is better, loving the sport is best!”

As the host of the International Event, the Manila 
Boat Club (MBC) has invited hundreds of participants 
from different Nations across the World. 

Paoay – Ilocos Norte

“Internally, you experience rowing as a graphic microcosm 
of life - solitude, learning, work, rest, nourishment, 
sharing and ultimately challenge.”

- Allen Rosenberg

In the far north west of Luzon lies Paoay Lake, an 
inland waterway in Ilocos Norte. It has been chosen 
as an ideal venue for such a prestigious International 
Event.

Rowing to Victory   The Philippines to host an 
‘OARSOME-AWESOME EVENT’

The name Paoay was derived from the Iloko phrase 
‘mapapaway kami’, which means ‘we can live alone.’ 
Early settlers in the Ilocos region at some point moved 
inland, away from the blustery West Philippine Sea, 
otherwise known as the Luzon Sea. The people of 
Batac village offered the settlers refuge, but the settlers 
preferred ‘maka-paway-kami!”. They indeed began 
to live independently in peace with the supportive 
villagers of nearby Batac. These people made their village 
near a then unnamed lake. Their roots were born and 
the name of their new settlement was secured as 
Paoay (paway).

Ancient to Modern 

“Pull they oar, all hands, pull they oar, till thou be stiff 
and red and sore...”

- Dr. Sydney Dangell

An Egyptian funerary inscription from 1430 BC notes 
that the warrior Amenophis was well versed in the art 
and science of oarsmanship.
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The fi rst known “modern’ rowing races took place on 
the Thames River in London between the river boatmen. 
The oldest surviving such race, ‘Doggett’s Coat and 
Badge’ was fi rst contested in 1715 AD, and is still held 
annually from London Bridge to Chelsea.

Men’s and Women’s Singles, Doubles, Pairs, and Fours 
with a coxswain, are all lining up to row their way to 
fame in January 2013, at the ARAE-FEARA Boating 
Regatta in Paoay.

Last year the Philippines (MBC) won a Gold Cup in 
the Doubles at the 70th Event held in Kolkata, India.
This November, the Manila Boat Club also won a Gold 
Medal at 34th Hong Kong Rowing Championships.

Perfect Location

“Rowing is a sport for dreamers. As long as you put 
in the work, you can own the dream. When the work 
stops, the dream disappears.” 

- Jim Dietz, Rowing Coach, USCGA

Paoay Lake is a gem for this event in several ways. An 
International Airport is just 15 minutes away near the 
provincial Capital Laoag; accommodation abounds to 
suit all pockets and is close at hand; the surrounding 
scenery varies from massive sand dunes, to mountains 
to rolling hills, with an extensive beach coastline; a 
Greg Norman designed Golf Course lies next to the 
lake; and the locals have a reputation for being helpful 
– in a country which generally boasts a people friendly 
beyond compare.
 
Ilocos Norte Province is brim full of interesting places 
and activities. Up north is the glorious Saud Beach in 
Pagudpud, with the chance of a Dragon Fruit Farm 
visit, before marveling at man’s architectural grandeur 
from centuries past at Paoay Church (a World Heritage 
Site). The spectacular Bangui Wind Farm on the beach 
is a miracle to behold. On the way north the art of 
nature is boldly molded into the shoreline at Burgos, 

with the Kapurpurawan Rock Formation. Everywhere 
a moustache or two will remind you of the National 
Painter Juan Luna who hailed from this region of Ilocos 
Norte. All the while the Paoay Sand Dunes roll on into 
infi nity.

The Finish Line

“Faintly as tolls the evening chime, Our voices keep 
tune and our oars keep time.

- Thomas Moore

The 71st ARAE-FEARA Regatta (‘Amateur Rowing 
Association of the East’- ‘Far East Amateur Rowing 
Association’) running from 13th to 20th of January 
2013, and is destined to be a great gathering of Oarsmen 
from far and wide. 

Part and parcel of a great excuse to ‘get away from it 
all’ and tune in and mellow in Ilocos Norte, at Paoay. 
The Lake will hum to the rhyme and rhythm of boating 
in full swing, as many nationalities blend in to a Flagship 
Event. It should be on everyone’s ‘to do’ list, another 
reason to go and check it out, while unwinding and 
escaping from wherever, in full view of a modern 
International Event that follows soon after the ancient 
rituals of Christmas.
 
The organizers are keen to link up with local 
companies for participating, lending their support, 
and in particular in sharing in the vital sponsorship, 
which will be key in promoting and celebrating the 
Philippines shining in a brand new light (contact: 
boatcaptain@manilaboatclub.com).

After this event, Paoay Lake will become an International 
Rowing Centre, and it won’t be long before a Filipino 
or three are competing for places at a future Olympic 
Games-the biggest sporting event on earth. The 
opportunity and possibilities for the Philippines are ….. 
Awesome….absolutely Oarsome! 

Sculling, when the 
rower holds separate 
sculls (oars) in each 
hand
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The venue at Paoay Lake
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The contestants pose in and on the pool in their scuba diving gear
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y sister asked, why are you promoting 
an old fashioned event, are you expecting 

only old fashioned men to attend?

Miss Scuba is a beauty pageant with a difference. It 
is as much about protecting the World’s oceans and 
marine habitats as it is about feminine beauty. As 
with the long running Miss Earth beauty pageant, 
Miss Scuba contestants are selected fi rst for their 
desire to change the attitudes of the World towards 
environmental awareness. Once selected, the girls 
embark on a series of education programs, including 
learning to scuba dive and explore the marine eco-
systems within their own countries.

2012 marks the fi rst year that the Philippines is 
represented in the international line up. Choosing 
the Philippine representative was undertaken at 
the Lighthouse Marina Resort hotel, in Subic Bay, 
at the beginning of November.

Earlier in the year, we caught up with the Miss Scuba 
Philippines candidates during their fi rst scuba training 

M “We must give 
back to nature. 
I will do my 
best to set an 
example by 
raising 
awareness 
and 
encourage 
everyone to 
keep our 
oceans clean.”

Words by 
JOHN SMART
Photographs 
as credited

S
Mi� 
CUBA 

Philippines 2012

-Miss Scuba 
Philippines 2012 
Janice Lubina

The contestants underwater in their fi rst scuba training session 
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The Miss Scuba beauties on stage during pageant night

REGAL 
BOWRIDER JET 
FOR SALE

LOA 17 Feet. Built USA. Fitted with a 
Mercury 175XR Jet drive.  All original 
documents available. In immaculate 
condition. For delivery to the Philippines 
in October 2012.

Php 1,190,000
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session at the Lighthouse Marina Resort swimming 
pool. Scuba diving instruction was provided by the 
Subic Bay Freeport’s own Boardwalk Dive Center.

The winner of Miss Scuba Philippines 2012 was 
Ms. Janice Lubina, who will represent the Philippines 
at the Miss Scuba International pageant in Bali, 
Indonesia, on 30th November, 2012. Also crowned 
were Miss Marine Tourism 2012 and Miss Marine 
Conservation 2012, in the person of Christine 
Paula Love Berneso and Karla Camille Manalonzo, 
respectively.

Following the crowning ceremony, Janice gave 
powerful account of her intent, “We must give 
back to nature. I will do my best to set an example 
by raising awareness and encourage everyone to 
keep our oceans clean.”

Seeing the passions generated within these 
girls during the course of the selection, and the 
communities they have touched (and will touch 
during the coming twelve months), it is evident 
that even the old fashioned ways can be adapted 
to promote the latest essential fashion of changing 
people’s attitudes and protecting the oceans for 
the future. And, dear sister of mine, in my opinion, 
there is absolutely nothing wrong with adding 
a little feminine beauty and charm to help get a 
worthy cause noticed.

Next year, the organizers in the Philippines hope 
to expand the scope of activities, in the run-up to 
the selection of Miss Scuba Philippines 2013, to 
include exploration dives at scuba diving venues all 
around the Philippines. If you have a scuba diving 
destination you would like to offer for inclusion 
in Miss Scuba Philippines 2013, email Mac Taug 
<mactaug@missscubaphilippines.com> or contact Zed 
Avecilla at the Lighthouse Marina Resort through 
their website www.lighthousesubic.com. 

Underwater session with instructor

Crowning the winner of Miss Scuba Philippines 2012  Janice Lubina
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Too Much Fun in 
DAHICAN

D
Words by 

GRACE PLATA
Photographs as 

credited

Now, 
Bayogyog has 
the privilege 
to freely come 
and go, to 
compete as 
well as teach 
in a surf 
school in 
Hongkong.

Dahican Beach is one of the most beautiful 
beaches along the East coast of Mindanao. 

The long sweeping curve of Dahican Bay, a place 
where dolphins and turtles play, focuses the Pacifi c 
Ocean onto the delicious white-gold sand beach 
that is lined with coconut palms. During the Amihan 
season (November through May) the surf is perfect 
for skimboarding here and, farther South (also 
accessed via Dahican), is one of the best surf breaks 
in the southern Philippines – the “ABC break” good 
for novices, intermediate and experienced surfers 
alike.

For three consecutive years, during the last weekend 
of October, skimboarding enthusiasts from 
all over the Philippines have gathered around 
Dahican beach to watch skimboarders fl y . . . 
or at least that’s how the Amihan Boys roll.

The Annual Skimboarding Challenge, now on its 
third year, is organized by the Amihan Surf and 
Skim Team, popularly known as the Amihan Boys. 

The group, which was founded in by George ‘Jun’ 
Plaza in 2004, has its headquarters along Dahican 

Beach in Mati, Davao Oriental, a seven-kilometer 
stretch of paradise facing the Pacifi c that is now 
being called the ‘Skimboarding Haven”.

The Amihan Boys were fi rst featured in the Reader’s 
Digest, chronicling its beginnings from one 
plywood skimboard and a will to make something 
different out of life. Founder, Jun Plaza, survived 
a tough childhood and wanted to give other kids 
the options he never had. Gathering together boys, 
who he often saw playing in the waves, the group 
was born and named after the northeast monsoon 
which blows through the area during the last 
quarter of the year.

This year, the previous victories of 19-year-old 
Sonny Boy ‘Bayogyog Aporbo’, in the 6th Penang 
International Skimboarding Competition, in Malaysia, 
and 3rd Palm Beach Skim Competition 2012, in 
Hongkong, further cemented the Amihan Boys’ 
popularity as a success story. 

Bayogyog is one of the very fi rst boys who Plaza took 
under his wing. With strict training and prohibition 
to smoke, drink and drugs, the Amihan Boys 

3rd Annual Skimboard 
Challenge Champ Rodel 
‘Panggoy’ Patawi, 
riding the waves
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were breeding skimboarding champions. Now, 
Bayogyog has the privilege to freely come and 
go, to compete as well as teach in a surf school in 
Hongkong.

The winner of this year’s Skimboarding Challenge 
is also one of their own - Rodel ‘Panggoy’ Patawi, 
who started to learn skimboarding about the 
same time as Bayogyog. Placing second was 
Christian, from Iligan, and third was Donaire, from 
Davao City.

After the fi nal round, an exhibition called ‘Games of 
Skim’ was held for the enjoyment of the audience. 
Skimmers, which included Bayogyog and Panggoy, 
aimed to outdo each other with perfectly executed 
moves. Joining them was Roderick ‘Manoy’ Bazar, 
who won third in Penang.

The awarding ceremony was held Sunday night and 
capped off by the yearly, if a little unusual, tradition 
of the ‘Bikini Abre’: a pageant where the skimmers 

pretend to be gay men giving the audience a barrel 
of laughs.

Early Monday morning, the remaining visitors 
including our group, which was composed of my 
CouchSurfi ng buddies went out to swim while 
watching some of the Amihan Boys train. We were 
treated to more skimboarding action and tricks. 
Visiting surfers also took advantage of the big waves 
brought about by the Amihan. Watching skimmers 
and surfers do their thing in the clear blue waters 
of Dahican brought out the kids in us.

As one of my mates, Francis said ‘Its too much fun 
in Dahican’. I couldn’t agree more.

You can get to Dahican Beach by fl ying to Davao 
International Airport and taking an air-conditioned 
bus direct to Mati, Davao Oriental – there is a bus 
stop immediately beside the highway exit from the 
airport. Dahican Beach is a short tricycle or mini-van 
ride from the Mati bus terminal. 

Dahican Beach

Champs pose

AT FIRST LIGHT. 
International Skim 
Champion Sonny Boy 
‘Bayogyog’ Aporbo 
starts training every-
day just after sunrise.

Bayogyog in action
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Puerto Galera

Hic Svnt Dracones – Here are dragons! (as stated on the 
Hunt-Lenox Globe, produced 1503/07)

Puerto Galera is a vacation destination whose unique 
geology has created one of the Worlds most beautiful 
water sports playgrounds. With numerous bays and 
more than a dozen pocket beaches (many undeveloped), 
Puerto Galera offers diverse visual beauty at the shoreline. 
The mountains of Mindoro Island, that rise steeply 
behind the beach areas, provide a dramatic backdrop 
that makes for impressive photography, especially when 
viewed from the perspective of the Verde Island Passage.

I fi rst visited Puerto Galera in 1982. In those days the 
trek by bus from Manila, through Calamba, Lipa City et 
al, could take four hours and the once-a-day cattle/

he Verde Island Passage is the body of water, 110 
km South of Manila, that separates the province 

of Batangas from Mindoro Island. The Passage was created 
by tectonic realignments and is still subject to occasional, 
minor adjustments; in places, the Passage is up to 500 
meters deep. 

Deriving its name from Verde Island, that sits squarely in 
the middle as you enter from the East, the Verde Island 
Passage is perhaps most interesting, not for its geology 
but, for its marine life and maritime signifi cance.

The central portion of the Philippine archipelago forms 
the apex of the “Coral Triangle” - a vast area of sea, 
islands and reefs, bounded by Borneo to the West and 
Sulawesi to the South. The Verde Island Passage sits 
at the very pinnacle of the Coral Triangle and it is an 
aquatic-highway, used by many marine creatures on 
their travels from the Pacifi c Ocean towards the Indian 
Ocean, and vice versa. 

The Smithsonian Institute described the Verde Island 
Passage as “the center of the center of marine biodiversity”. 
With such an superlative description it is not surprising 
that scuba diving is one of the most signifi cant water 
sports in the Passage but, as we discovered, there is far 
more to the Verde Island Passage than just scuba diving.

There are two main areas for water sports activity here 
plus a few surprises. The two main areas are Anilao, Mabini, 
on the Batangas side of the Passage, and Puerto Galera, 
on the Mindoro side.

The Verde 
Island Passage 
was accorded 
fame as the 
“center of 
the center 
of marine 
biodiversity”, 
and Puerto 
Galera was at 
its heart.

Words by 
MARTYN WILLES

Photographs as 
credited 

he Verde Island Passage is the body of water, 110 
km South of Manila, that separates the province 

of Batangas from Mindoro Island. The Passage was created 
T
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The famous White Beach at Puerto Galera
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passenger ferry from Batangas port, another two hours. 
There were no telephones or Internet, and electricity 
was a novelty. The game plan for the 1980’s adventurer 
was to be fi rst off the ferry, to leap aboard a waiting 
fi shing banka and race to the nearest beach, where to 
shout up the beach, “do you have a room”. . . on receiving 
a negative reply the race was on to the next beach. The 
beaches were noted for their soft, almost-white sand 
and just a few bamboo & nipa huts; the food was basic 
and inexpensive. Cash & friendship were both accepted 
currency.

What a difference three decades makes. In 2012, you 
can make a reservation from anywhere in the World 
through the Internet or by mobile phone, pay in advance, 
the ferries run every daylight hour and you can travel 
Manila to Puerto Galera, door-to-door, in three hours 
or less. Puerto Galera has grown up.

Our adventure starts on the 8.00pm Ro-ro (Roll-on-
roll-off) vehicle/passenger ferry from Batangas port, 
headed for Balatero pier, Puerto Galera. Although there 
are many passenger ferries available during the day, the 
Ro-ro service is uniquely timed to allow Manila-based 
adventurers to leave work at 5.00pm and still get to 
Puerto Galera in time for supper at a welcoming resort. 
Note: the 8.00pm Ro-ro ferry service from Batangas 
only operates during the Amihan season, from October 
through to May.

We ensconced ourselves for the fi rst night at Elizabeth’s 
Hideaway (formerly the Sandbar Resort) and listened 
to an impromptu orientation from a veritable walking 
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Elizabeth’s Hideaway 
(formerly The Sandbar 
Resort)

Windsurfi ng Puerto Galera

Puerto Galera offers a perfect venue for 
windsurfi ng, especially during the Amihan 
(northeast monsoon) season. The inner 
bays receive armfuls of funneled breeze 
throughout most days (15-20 knots are 
common) and the short fetch means that 
wave action is slight. The breeze is always 
on-shore (blowing towards the beach), so 
if you get tired, the wind will always bring 
you back to the beach.

Every year, in late January or early February, 
many scores of local and international 
windsurfers arrive to compete in the Puerto 
Galera Windsurfi ng Cup. All ages can com-

pete; prizes are awarded for classes that span the 
range from child-novice all the way through to profes-
sional. At this time, being littered with high-tech racing 
sails, the beach and lawns of the sandbar look more 
like a mating area for transparent-winged butterfl ies.

The Puerto Galera Windsurfi ng School is right here at 
the sandbar; it has been the home of windsurfi ng in 
Puerto Galera for more than a decade. Equipment rental, 
full instruction and coaching are offered by trainer 
Eddie Garcia (Puerto Galera Adventure Sports) . . . he 
claims that he can have anyone up and windsurfi ng 
within half-a-day. 

We took Eddie at his word and enrolled Girlie, our offi cial 
photographer, into the morning session. Despite cloudy 
skies and rain, within an hour Girlie had mastered the 
basic windsurfi ng techniques to: raise and hold the sail; 
use the wind control forward movement parallel to the 
beach; and, make a 180 degree turn, to come back 
again. She was not going to win any medals this day 
but her laughter and passion for her new skills 
reinforced my long-held belief that anyone who 
embraces the forces of nature, especially wind and 
water, will live happier (and longer).

But the sandbar offers more . . . 

Wakeboarding Puerto Galera

Traditional wakeboarding – being pulled behind a 
speed boat – is offered at the sandbar and the almost 
waveless bay provides excitement for wakeboard 
enthusiasts. Launching from the beach, wakeboarders 
can zip around the bay and skip across the boat’s wake 
for as many hours as they can afford.

I cannot be passionate about burning so much fuel 
while wakeboarding and prefer to wakeboard at more 
environment-friendly cable wakeparks. But, if you are 
here in Puerto Galera and need the rush, it is available.

guidebook of Puerto Galera, in the form of the resort’s 
security guard. We learned about the mountains, rivers, 
treks and waterfalls, amongst other things. 

The heavy rain overnight had scrubbed the haze from 
the air and, as the dawn eased itself across the Phil-
ippines’ only entry in the ‘Club of the Most Beautiful 
Bays in the World’, Puerto Galera’s iconic inner bays 
fi lled with color and texture. Unlike any other ‘devel-
oped’ resort area in the Philippines, Puerto Galera has 
maintained its inherent beauty at its heart . . . although 
not for the reasons one might suppose. 

The main force that has kept the inner bays green with 
lush vegetation, is not a passion for conservation but 
the will of the Locsin family, who wish to gaze out from 
their bay-side abode and see no other evidence of hu-
manity except that which they direct. Whatever the 
motive, the pleasing by-product has been the protec-
tion and preservation of the heart of Puerto Galera, in 
a manner that the developers of the adjacent bays and 
beaches would be envious of, if they actually stopped 
to think.
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Puerto Galera: a perfect 
venue for windsurfi ng
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Puerto Galera Yacht Club

Puerto Galera 
Yacht Club

P.O. Box 30450 
Sto Niño, Puerto Galera, 

Oriental Mindoro, Philippines
TeleFax: +63 43 287–3401   

Mobile: +63 917 520–5874   
Email: clubhouse@pgyc.org   

Website: www.pgyc.org

The Puerto Galera Yacht Club welcomes 
sailing yachts and luxury motor yachts from 

Asia and all around the world to enjoy our 
unique hospitality and our focus on all things 

sailing. Come tie–up at our typhoon–safe 
moorings and pull up a stool at the 

for the best introduction to the Philippines 
the sailing center of Equator Asia.

Castaways Public Bar & Restaurant
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Kiteboarding/Kitesurfi ng Puerto Galera

Kiteboarding (or kitesurfi ng) is a relatively new sport 
in Puerto Galera. The only place that is recognized as 
a kiteboarding venue is at the sandbar. Kiteboarding 
instruction is available here also but, according to Eddie, 
the best place to learn to kiteboard is actually East of 
Calapan, about an hour by road from Puerto Galera.

To learn to kiteboard the ideal conditions are a steady 
breeze, with shallow water in front of a sandy beach. 
The breeze at the sandbar is a little too variable and 
the sandy beach slopes a little too steeply into the bay. 
When people want to learn to kiteboard at the sandbar, 
Ernie will take them fi rst to Calapan, to the long beach 

that faces East across Tayabas Bay. Once students 
demonstrate competence, he will bring them back to 
Puerto Galera and coach them to improve their skills.

Kiteboarding is now included as a discipline in the 
competitive windsurfi ng events, held every year at the 
sandbar.

Water Toys in Puerto Galera

As many water toys as you can imagine are available for 
rent on Puerto Galera’s beaches. 

Especially at White Beach, but also at Sabang Beach and 
the sandbar, jet skis are available for rent. For adrenalin 
junkies, who enjoy driving back and forth with no 
particular purpose, you can empty your wallet faster 
here with a jet ski than they can at most casinos.

Banana boat rides at White Beach and the sandbar 
provide laughter and merriment for hundreds of beach-
goers every day. If you are not a swimmer, but want to 
experience the thrill of traveling fast across the water, 
then the banana boat ride is a great way to safely get 
wet with your friends.

A variety of other infl atable water toys are offered for 
rent at White Beach and the sandbar, including fl ying 
fi sh, tubes and other towables. All great fun and 
designed to get you familiar with the clean, clear 
waters of the Verde Island Passage.

Puerto Galera Waterfalls

Where the dragons are.

From countless eons, the mountains of Mindoro Island 
have been sculpted by rivers that have channeled the 
torrents exiting the rainforested slopes and created 
sometimes dramatic waterfalls.

With the assistance of the municipal tourism offi cer 
we acquired the guidance of tour guides, Marc and 
Marvin, from GPLP Tours (Going Places in the Land of 
Paradise) and made our way West to Talipanan, where 
we also acquired a Mangyan forest guide.

The Talipanan Falls will be discovered by walking the 
path through the “Mangyan Village”, behind Talipanan 
Beach, at the western extreme of Puerto Galera. The 
Mangyan village is a village populated by Mangyans, 
not a village built by them. Much of the traditional 
house building skill and design has been educated 
away, so the village looks much like any other largely 
characterless, low-cost, hollow-block-structure village 
in the Philippines.

The concrete of the path gives way to a combination 
of originally-convenient and roughly hewn rocks, as it 
leads you upstream beside the river and occasionally 
across it; all around the rainforest arches overhead, 

Within an hour Girlie 
had mastered the basic 
windsurfi ng techniques

We could walk across 
the six river crossings 
or we could ride a 
carabao cart
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FUN DIVE PACKAGE 
FOR ONLY $95 PER NIGHT*
Inclusions:
Air-conditioned Room 
Accommodation
1 Lunch, 1 Dinner, 1 Breakfast
Maximum of 3 Boat Dives per day 
(excluding night dive)
Snacks in-between dives
* Promo Code:
   ACTIVEAD

ANGELYN’S DIVE RESORT
Sabang Beach Puerto Galera, 

Oriental Mindoro
(+63) 929 163 2252 

(+63) 943 288 7790
(+63) 43 287 3306 
(+63) 43 287 3047

www.AngelynsDiveResort.com 
inquiry@angelynsdiveresort.com

PADI  DIVE  COURSES

FOR YOUR COMPLETE DIVING EXPERIENCE
ABOVE AND BELOW THE SEA 

Angelyns qtr page.indd   1 12/6/12   10:10:47 AM

Three Mangyan Tales
Translated by GIRLIE CERVANTES 

KALANTUYANG FALLS

What is known as the Talipanan Falls to most tourists 
is actually “Kalantuyang Falls” to the Mangyan folks. 
According to Federico Garcia, one of the Tribal elders 
of the Mangyans, based on their tradition and culture, 
most of the places and bodies of water in their locality 
were named after trees. The Kalantuyang Falls derived 
its name from a large, wide canopied Kalantuyang tree 
that provided shade and cover to the majestic falls. With 
rampant Kaingin (slash and burn farming) and logging 
activities in the forest areas, the Kalantuyang are 
nowhere to be found anymore. 

SUGBO ANDAWAN 

“where the wild carabao jumped”
The Mangyans believed that the fi rst inhabitants, that 
they referred to as “Alintawo”, were huntsmen who used 
dogs to hunt for animals. One day “Alintawo and his 
dogs chanced upon a wild carabao (Tamaraw), which 
they chased deep into the forest and into the area of 
the falls. The carabao was pushed to his limits and had 
nowhere to go, so he jumped down the falls and landed 
in the pool. Since that day, the falls have been known to 
the Mangyans as “Sugbo Andawan”. 

TUKURAN FALLS 

“Tukuran” is a word derived from the root word “Tukod” 
meaning support. The Tukuran Falls is one of the most 
regular places that the Alintawo came to visit. On the 
upper portion of the falls are two stones, where “Alintawo” 
was believed to jump across the river, using the stones for 
support. One day, “Alintawo” was in such a hurry that he 
miscalculated his jump, falling and hitting his ribs on the 
side of a rock. That rock now bears a lasting imprint of 
Alintawo’s ribs. 

In the mid portion of Tukuran Falls is an enormous 
spherical bowl in the stone above the fl owing river. The 
Mangyans believe that “Alintawo”, in his search for a 
burial place for his wife, “Dibaya”, dug out the stone as a 
tomb, however, he dug too deep and a hole at the bottom 
made it impossible to be used for the purpose. Alintawo 
moved Dibaya’s remains to another mountain range 
known to many as the “Tower” (West of Kalantuyang 
Falls). At the Tower there is also evidence of tomb stone 
digging and the Mangyans believed, that in another 
failed tomb hole where water that fl ows there is clean 
and potable drinking water, while on the adjacent second 
digging, where “Dibaya” was believed to have been 
fi nally buried, the water that fl ows from it is unclean and 
not fi t for drinking.
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towering hills and cliffs on either side. Forest birds fl it 
between perches and call greetings (or, more likely, 
warnings) as we pick our way ever closer to the Talipanan 
Falls. I have to say that this is possibly the most beautiful 
path that we have traveled to any waterfall: completely 
natural. For the enjoyment of subsequent explorers I 
hope they never extend the concrete.

At one point along the path something made a perfect 
landing on my head. Thinking large spider (I detest spiders) 
I quickly brushed it off, only to fi nd an unusual lizard 
now staring up at me from a rock beside my feet. Curious, 
especially as nobody in our party could identify the 
mottled, reddish-brown, seven inch long creature, I 
took a photograph for future research. Subsequently, I 
positively identifi ed the lizard as a fl ying dragon (Draco 

volans), a lizard that has fans of skin beside its belly, 
to be extended when leaping from a tree, such that it 
may glide a considerable distance (to another tree, the 
ground or onto my head) to avoid a predator or, perhaps, 
just because it enjoys to glide. For the enthusiast, 
being inside the rainforest is like being inside Discovery 
Channel and you would not be surprised to meet Sir 
David Attenborough around the next turn of the river, 
gathering material for a natural history documentary.

Some fi fteen minutes beyond our encounter with the 
dragon we came upon the Talipanan Falls. Impressed by 
the symmetry with which the water caresses the rock 
in the center of the fl ow, as if a sheer gown is falling 
around the neck of some virginal forest princess, I ask 
more about the falls and if there may be a mythological 
tale to tell of its origin. Sadly, our tour guides could 
offer nothing and our Mangyan forest guide was now 
so “civilized” that he had no recollection of any myth 
surrounding the falls.

After taking of the waters we retraced our steps along 
the path. 

Apparently, motivated by my disappointment at the 
general lack of knowledge amongst our guides, about 
half way down the river, the Mangyan forest guide 
drew our attention to a small pool in the river (below a 
much smaller water fall). This, he proudly announced, is 
“Sugbo Andwan” - literally the place where the carabao 
jumps. However, no further information was available 
so we continued down to the Mangyan village again 
where it was suggested we may be able to consult one 
of the elders.

Frederico Garcia (a “civilized name” for a Mangyan elder) 
is an elder of the tribe in these parts and provided a 
wealth of information (factual and mythical) about the 
Talipanan falls, the place where the carabao jumped 
and other waterfalls, valleys and mountains within 
the general area of Puerto Galera. It was to my great 
surprise that I discovered that, after fi ve years of tour 
guiding, Marc and Marvin admitted, they had never 
before needed to tap the knowledge of the elders 
because I was, “the fi rst person to ever ask”. (see the 
sidebar to this article for some of Frederico’s stories)

Leaving Talipanan we headed East, in the direction of 
Calapan, to view the most famous waterfalls of Puerto 
Galera: the Tamaraw Falls.

The Tamaraw Falls were once the major obstacle that 
impeded vehicle traffi c between Puerto Galera and 
Calapan. The falls are around one hundred feet high 
and, when the river is in full fl ood, are an impressive 
sight to behold. Because of its northeast facing view 
and the towering cliffs that surround them, it is only 
possible to take good photographs around the time of 
sunrise, near the Summer solstice. Now, closer to the 
Winter solstice than Summer, the skill of our photographer 
is surely tested. M
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As if a sheer gown 
is falling around the 
neck of some virginal 
forest princess

Aboard the Skylab, 
ready for launch

The fl ying dragon 
(Draco volans)
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The falls cascade to a large pool on one side of the 
road, pass under the road and cascade again into smaller 
pools that have been concreted to provide places for 
weekend hordes to swim.

Rather quickly, we pressed on eastward to discover the 
Tukuran Falls, in the village of San Teodoro.

A couple of kilometers South, off the main road, we 
come upon a staging area, bustling with a score of vendors 
and as many tourists. From here we had a choice: we 
could either, walk across the six river crossings that 
would eventually deliver us to Tukuran Falls or, we 
could ride a carabao cart. We chose to walk.

For the most part, the pathway follows the cart track. 
Along the way we acquired a curious dog and three 
vendors, as our party alternately waded through the 
knee-deep, chilly river crossings and through the fruit-
tree-lined plantations of coconut, rice and grazing. 
Here there was coffee, cacao (the source of cocoa), 
calamansi and rambutan in abundance.

Before arriving at Tukuran Falls we pass the apparently 
uninteresting La Pantay Falls. Apparently uninteresting 
because there was nobody in the vendors’ huts and our 
tour guides would have walked us right past it if we 
had not stopped to take a photograph.

The place where 
the carabao jumps

In the distance the Tukuran Falls beckoned, with an 
ever increasing pounding rumble that echoed off the 
valley walls.

The area immediately surrounding the Tukuran Falls is 
also known as the “Hidden Paradise”. The proliferation 
of vendors’ huts, reportedly all constructed within the 
past couple of years, would suggest that this paradise 
may be as much related to its tourist income potential 
as to the actual beauty of the place.

Muelle Pier, Puerto Galera, Oriental Mindoro
Cellphone: 0906 2810 041, 

Email: sos4uall@aol.com

Rusty Anchor qtr page.indd   1 12/6/12   2:01:50 PM
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The river here is impressive, but nobody knew its 
name. We did, however, fi nd the hollowed out bowl, 
originally intended as the burial place of an ancient 
chieftains’ wife, and this is where we came upon our 
second dragon. 

Far across the river, almost motionless on a fallen tree 
trunk, this dark, greenish-brown monster, that looked 
like a cross between an Galapagos iguana and a miniature, 
pre-historic dimetrodon, was apparently intent on 
stalking prey along with its partner. 

At least a meter long, its classically chiseled, prehistoric 
head and large hands suggested a predatory tree 
climber. What made it striking was the row of spines 
along its back and the large, erect fan on the top of its 
tail. One in our group suggested the local name “lubid-
lubid” but others were uncertain (neither could Google 
confi rm), and only photographic evidence combined 
with later research determined its specie. It was a male 
Philippine sailfi n dragon (Hydrosaurus pustulatus); 
the fan or sail on its tail is believed to provide the 
animal with additional propulsion when swimming. Our 
research determined that the Philippine sailfi n dragon 
is listed as “vulnerable” on the CITES Red List and 
that the Philippines has reportedly banned the sale of 
this unusually exotic creature. The same research also 
discovered that these animals are still for sale in the 
Philippines, advertised on the Sulit website amongst 
others . . . DENR please take note.

It is reported that more Puerto Galera waterfalls are 
available for exploration, especially in San Teodoro, 
including one inside a cave. We shall return . . . 

Sailing In Puerto Galera

Ten days earlier, we were in Puerto Galera to witness 
one of the major Philippine water sports events: 
competitive sailing in the All Souls Regatta (see 
separate story this edition); there is much more to 
sailing in Puerto Galera . . . 

Since the fi rst trading ships and fi shing boats plied the 
Verde Island Passage, Puerto Galera has offered refuge 
to sailors when storms threaten. The central inner bays 

provide a natural typhoon shelter and so it seemed only 
natural that, a little over twenty years ago, a group of 
local and international yachtsmen decided to form the 
Puerto Galera Yacht Club, and to lay down moorings in 
the most sheltered corner of the bay, just off Muelle 
Pier, for visiting yachts from around the World.

Not content with catering only for visiting yachts, in 
2003 the yacht club decided to form a sailing school, 
to encourage more people to learn the sport of sailing 
in the most beautiful bay in the World. With donations 
from business enterprises and club members, a fl eet 
of ten, two-person sailing dinghies was funded and 
launched, and local schools were invited to send interested 
students to the club for free sailing lessons.

Within a year the popularity of dinghy sailing had taken 
off in Puerto Galera and an inter-school regatta was 
organized. Half the town, it seemed, crowded onto 
the pier to watch students from every local school 
compete for the honor of being the best on the day. 
So successful was the event, and so capable the young 
sailors appeared to be, that the club funded a small 
team to travel to Subic Bay to compete in the 2006 
President’s Cup Regatta.

The President’s Cup Regatta event was the traditional 
venue for members of the Philippine Olympic Sailing 
Team, under the PSA (Philippine Sailing Association), 
to prove why they were the chosen ones in the country. 
However, the girls and boys from Puerto Galera forever 
changed that, by beating PSA champions in almost 
every race. From that moment on the PSA recognized 
that learning to sail in Puerto Galera could produce 
future champions, and they have actively supported 
the club’s dinghy sailing program ever since.

Today, the Puerto Galera Yacht Club sailing school 
boasts a fl eet of twenty boats, including ten, Olympic 
class, Optimist sailing dinghies, and a 30-foot sailing 
yacht. 

The 30-foot yacht was purchased 
with donated funds and is intended 
to extend the knowledge and skills 
of the students, so that they can 
progress to crew full size racing 
yachts. The 30-foot yacht is also 
available for rent, for day-sailing 
around the Verde Island Passage 
and for island hopping.

The yacht club is a true sailing club. 
Since 2004, in addition to the local 
dinghy sailing events, it organizes 
three international sailing regattas 
every year (during the All Saints/
All Souls, New Year and Easter 
holidays) and, in 2013, for the fi rst 
time, will organize a Chinese New 
Year Regatta. One of the unique 

Philippine sailfi n 
dragon (Hydrosaurus 
pustulatus)
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The girls and boys from Puerto Galera beat PSA champions in almost 
every race (fi le photo) 

LAS PALMAS de San Jose
HOTEL, RESORT AND RESTAURANT 
San Jose Village, Bagay Road, Tuguegarao City, 
Cagayan, 3500  Philippines
Phone: +63 (078) 844 1661; 846 8115   
Fax: +63 (078) 844 8091
E-mail: info@laspalmas.com.ph

The place where you 
can have it all!

The place where you The place where you 

The Las Palmas de San Jose team 

aims to ensure that your visit is 

special. We offer a high standard 

of professionalism with an 

attentive yet discreet service. 

It’s in a class of its own. 

Family owned and run, the team 

of Las Palmas will make your 

every visit memorable and fun. 

We welcome your visit today.

Las Palmas 1/4 Ad study.indd   1 2/20/12   1:39:17 PM

features of every regatta in Puerto Galera is that, the 
yacht club is so committed to introducing competitive 
sailing to everyone, they have never failed to fi nd a 
crew place aboard a boat for anyone who arrives at the 
yacht club at 9.00am on any race day.

Whether you just want to learn to sail or to get seriously 
competitive, the Puerto Galera Yacht Club provides the 
resources and the Verde Island Passage provides the 
venue to massage your passion.

Snorkeling Puerto Galera

There once was a time when almost every beach around 
Puerto Galera offered a superb snorkeling experience. 
In fact, in 1982, it was snorkeling off Big Lalaguna 
Beach that motivated me to take a scuba diving course. 
My rationale was that, if you could see this much while 
snorkeling then there must be so much more to see 
when scuba diving. 

Regrettably, since those virginal days in the early 1980s, 
the corals, and the fi sh that use the reefs for shelter and 
food, have been depleted in many areas. Not just by over 
fi shing or the use of unsustainable fi shing methods, 
although these were signifi cant factors until marine 
protected areas were established in the 1990s, but also 
by storms, especially typhoon Reming (2006), that 
devastated large swathes of exposed shallow reefs. 

The simply spectacular shallow reef off Medio Island’s 
Long Beach was one of the more notable victims of 
typhoon Reming. Reming’s 200km/hr winds, recorded 
as the eye of the storm passed along the Verde Island 
Passage, spawned enormous waves that crashed 
relentlessly onto Long Beach and destroyed an 
estimated 70% of the shallow corals.

Our fi rst snorkeling experience during this visit was to 
view the giant clams, located on the eastern edge of 
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of water, half buried in the coral sand, enormous dark 
mouths face the surface. There huge creatures slowly 
fi lter the waters of the bay and, unless you happen to 
believe the false mythology promoted in 16 Fathoms 
Deep (1948; Lloyd Bridges, Lon Chaney Jr.), they are 
absolutely completely harmless to everyone and everything. 
Disastrously, however, it was while I was free diving to 
snap a picture of the giant clams that my underwater 
camera decided to mimic the clams and also tried to 
fi lter water – end of underwater fi lming for this trip.

For a water sports enthusiast, one of the highlights of 
any visit to Puerto Galera is to snorkel the “coral garden”. 
The coral garden stretches for about a kilometer along 
the northern shore of the inner bay. It is not possible to 
count the number of different fi sh species in the coral 
garden nor to attempt to estimate the total number of 
individual fi sh. Similarly, it would take a year of careful 
mapping and cataloging to record every specie of hard 
and soft coral here. 

If you are observant you will be able to identify one of 
the unique corals of the Verde Island Passage in the 
coral garden. Named after Puerto Galera (the place 
where it was fi rst discovered) anacropora puerto-galerae 
has since been identifi ed in a number of locations 
around the Pacifi c and Indian oceans It is currently 
listed as “vulnerable” on the CITES Red List, primarily 
due to its susceptibility to bleaching events.

There is no doubt that the coral garden packs about as 
much color and variety that it is possible to pack into 
the space available. If you are not a swimmer you can 
also enjoy the coral garden: local fi shermen are on hand 
to paddle you around the garden while you simply hang 
on to their boats and gaze with amazement at Mother 
Nature’s brilliance and diversity. Here is my guarantee: 

you will never see a coastline as just a coastline after 
snorkeling the coral garden.

Wet Caves in Puerto Galera

There are many caves around the coastline of Puerto 
Galera and many more in the mountains behind but 
caving is not something normally associated with a 
beach-goers playground. We did however fi nd one 
extremely wet cave that was surprisingly close to 
everything else.

The North end of Long Beach ends at a limestone 
outcrop. Set into the outcrop is a small inlet, just wide 
enough for a couple of small banka boats to pull up 
to a narrow strip of pebbly beach. To the right the 
weathered limestone is sharp and craggy, and you 
must pick your way slowly to avoid scratches.

At about two meters above sea-level there is a relatively 
fl at area with a hole into the roof of the cave. Too 
small and jagged to clamber through without protective 
clothing, we pass the hole and instead fi nd a large 
opening where a basic bamboo ladder has been placed. 
Descending the ladder into the cave we are one step 
away from deliciously cool, clear seawater.

Known locally as the “lovers cave” (or, alternately, the 
“hidden cave”), the main part of the cave is not much 
larger than my studio apartment in Makati and, for the 
most part, the water is only waist-deep. It is easy to 
identify the source of the water: a pure aquamarine 
light enters the cave from an underwater opening into 
the Verde Island Passage. To the East there is a short 
passage that could possibly provide an alternative 
entry, although the visibly open hole at the end of the 
passage would be a crawl-through over sharp rocks. 

The water inside the cave rises and falls with each wave 
that breaks on the rocks outside. Floating on my back 
and closing my eyes, the rise and fall motion provides 
a distinctly sensual feeling, which must be how “lovers” 
became part of the name, for surely there is no place for 
lovers to frolic amongst the distinctly angular rocks. 

A shoal of small, silvery fi sh is seen sheltering in the 
cave, dancing in unison with every wave motion, and 
I again lamented the failure of my underwater camera 
earlier in the day.

We have since discovered that there are other wet 
caves around Puerto Galera but they are known only 
to a handful of extreme-sports fanatics, and not yet on 
any tourist map. We shall return soon, with an interested 
group, to do some mapping, so that we can add yet 
another Active facet to the Verde Island Passage.

Sport Fishing Puerto Galera

Sport fi shing is a new sport in Puerto Galera. You can 
hire a boat and all the sport fi shing equipment you need 
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Corals near the giant 
clams, before the 
camera started 
fi ltering water
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at the Big Apple Dive Resort on Sabang Beach (other 
resorts are rumored to be following their lead). Reports 
from the Big Apple confi rm that sport fi shing trips along 
the Verde Island Passage, especially to the West of Puerto 
Galera, can hook you up with sizable yellow-fi n tuna, 
Spanish Mackerel and an occasional blue marlin.

Sport fi shing will be most enjoyable during the Amihan 
season as the Verde Island Passage, West of Puerto 
Galera, can become uncomfortably rough when the 
southwest monsoon at its peak. Having said that, the 
big fi sh do not seem to be bothered by the change of 
monsoon so it is really a new water sport that you can 
enjoy year-round here.

Scuba Diving Puerto Galera

More dragons here.

In 1984, Brian Homan spied a circle on the sandy sea 
fl oor, near the entrance to the Manila Channel that 
gives access to Puerto Galera’s sheltered inner bays. He 
wafted away the sand and uncovered what was to 
become an icon for Puerto Galera scuba diving for 
decades to come.

News of Brian’s discovery of the ‘dragon jar wreck’ 
electrifi ed the scuba diving community in Manila, then 
rapidly spread to nearby Hong Kong and Brian’s home-
land, Australia. Within fi ve years the previously tranquil 
beaches around the peninsula were buzzing with activity. 
Dive-shop after dive-shop was opened to satisfy the 
demand for exploration and the hoped-for discovery of 
more wrecks. By 1994, scuba divers from almost every 
country around the globe had visited Puerto Galera to 
see the latest must-see dive destination.

In the 1990s, scuba divers with a more academic agenda 
arrived, to record and catalog the myriad species 
of coral and fi shes here present. As the subject of 
preservation of marine biodiversity became mainstream, 
the Verde Island Passage became the focus of scientifi c 
research and study. The Verde Island Passage was 
accorded fame as the “center of the center of marine 
biodiversity”, and Puerto Galera was at its heart.

Year round, scuba divers arrive by the boat-load to 
dive the waters around Puerto Galera and Verde Island. 
They come to learn to scuba dive at some of the most 
professional scuba diving schools in the World. They 
come to upgrade their skills, beyond the basic Open 
Water Diver certifi cate, so that they can dive deeper 
and safer than they have ever dived before. They come 
to see exquisite variety, in color, size, shape and form, 
that cannot be found anywhere else on the planet. 

While there are some places that offer superior, specialized 
attractions there is nowhere quite like the Verde Island 
Passage for diversity. Big fi sh, such as white tip, thresher 
and hammerhead shark, Manta ray, Napoleon wrasse 
and the occasional whale shark, are here, as are schools 
of jacks, trevally and barracuda. Small fi sh in there millions, 
shoal everywhere in the clear tidal fl ows. And, for the 
macro photographer, there are more tiny critters here 
than you can possibly pixelate, without repetition, on 
the World’s largest SD-Card.

For most, diving the Canyons, located to the East of 
Escarceo Point, is the climax of a scuba diving vacation 
in Puerto Galera. The full extent of the Canyons is not 
for beginners because, except at absolutely slack tide, 
there are strong currents here; to enjoy the total Canyons 
experience you must be certifi ed to dive to at least 30 
meters (the fullest extent can take you to 60 meters) 
and you must have an experienced dive-guide.

The hollowed out bowl intended burial place of the chieftain’s wife The yacht club sailing school boasts a fl eet of twenty boats
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let the tide drift you down, past/into the Hole In The 
Wall, to three large depressions. As you descend you 
will fi nd: sweetlips, snapper, emperor angelfi sh, royal 
angelfi sh, clown triggerfi sh, parrotfi sh, pennantfi sh, 
trumpertfi sh, lionfi sh and Moray eels. The spectacular 
corals here are both soft and hard, especially gorgonian 
sea fans; in the deeper areas are barrel sponges. Above 
your head will likely be schools of trevally or jacks and, 
the excellent visibility throughout the year, encourages 
superb from-below, wide-angle photography.

Most dives down the Canyons end at the large anchor, 
believed to be the last remains of a Spanish galleon – 
actual fate unknown. From the anchor most will slowly 
rise to a waiting dive boat, technical divers may well 
go deeper.

When considering scuba diving the Verde Island Passage, 
from Puerto Galera, you may wish to consider that the 
closest beach to the best dive sites is Sabang Beach. 
However, Sabang Beach, with its non-stop entertainment 
areas and vibrant, island nightlife, is not to everyone’s 
taste. At the West end of Sabang Beach is Small 
Lalaguna Beach, followed by Big Lalaguna Beach. My 
personal preference is for a more tranquil setting, with 
a beach safe for swimmers and for children, so I would 

ordinarily choose Big Lalaguna Beach. If you are on a 
small budget and prefer to spend you money on diving 
instead of accommodation, you may also consider dive 
resorts in the area of Muelle Pier. The ever-popular 
White Beach is a long way from the best dive sites and 
therefore costs more, in time and transport, to get you 
beneath the waves.

Anilao – The Other Side Of The Passage

Anilao is the generic name given to the coastal area of 
the municipality of Mabini, Batangas. Anilao is in fact 
only a barangay within Mabini but, partly because it 
was the fi rst place to become famous for scuba diving 
tourism and partly because there is another “Mabini” in 
the Philippines with an entirely more colorful reputation, 
Anilao is now a metaphor.

Anilao lies on the coast of Batangas, on the northern 
shore of the Verde Island Passage. Specifi cally it faces 
West from the western peninsula that separates Batangas 
Bay from Balayan Bay. Off its southern extremity lies 
the large island of Maricaban and the three notable 
islands of: Chicken Feather, Bonito and Sombrero.

I fi rst visited Anilao in 1986, to take an Open Water Diver 
course. I chose Anilao over Puerto Galera, to learn to 
scuba dive, because at that time I lived in Hong Kong 
and fl ights to and from Manila were so problematic (and 
expensive) that the additional risk of missing a ferry 
crossing (and therefore missing a return fl ight) was too 
great. At least, I reasoned, I could plan my travel with a 
high degree of confi dence if I only had traffi c jams to 
contend with. 

In 1986 there were maybe ten resorts in Anilao, providing 
a total of less than 100 rooms, mostly for divers. In 
2012, there are more than 50 resorts, with more than 
900 rooms available. Even today, the reason most 
people choose to visit Anilao is because it is the most 
interesting scuba diving destination closest to Manila. 
If there is another reason to choose Anilao over Puerto 
Galera it is that Anilao is generally more conservative 
in its social outlook. Here, outside your chosen resort, 
one is not constantly pestered with vendors and 
invitations to embrace a 24/7 entertainment lifestyle. 
In fact, Anilao has no areas for entertainment outside 
those offered by the resorts.

Finally, irrespective of the season, the Verde Island 
Passage at sunset is somehow always more golden 
when viewed from Anilao.

Scuba Diving Anilao

Anilao is considered to be the birth place of scuba 
diving in the Philippines. As early as the mid-1960s, 
scuba divers came to Anilao from Manila, carrying all 
of their own equipment (some even bringing portable 
compressors) and staying in bamboo huts along mostly 
empty beaches.

Magpupungco Tide 
Pools: up to three 
meters deep and full 
of corals, sponges, 
sea stars and handfuls 
of fi sh

The Lovers Cave 
showing underwater 
opening to Verde 
Island Passage
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San Antonio, Jubay, Lilo-an, Cebu City, Philippines
For more information, contact: Raffy Tambalo 
Tel. Nos. (032) 424 3029   /  (032) 406 1399
Mobile: 0919 669 8874 / 0922 870 3290
Email: STEVENDEANS@ROCKETMAIL.COM 

HOTEL IVORY & CONVENTION CENTER
Buntun Highway,  Tuguegarao City,  Cagayan
Phone Nos. (078) 844-2249/1275, 846-3903; 
TeleFax No. (078) 846-1722
Cellphone No.: 09228836307
e-Mail Address: ivoryhotelsuites@yahoo.com
Website: www.hotelivorytuguegarao.com
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Scuba diving in the 1960s was for people with time 
and money on their hands, and some of these fi nanced 
the opening of small dive resorts in Anilao. Slowly but 
surely, international scuba divers got to hear about 
Anilao and, by 1980, it had entered the mainstream 
vocabulary of Philippine tourist destinations.

Despite being also part of the Verde Island Passage, 
Anilao offers a different scuba diving experience from 
Puerto Galera. Here the currents are generally less 
strong (except around the periphery of Maricaban Island) 
and the sea fl oor does not drop away to swiftly as it 
does off the beaches of Puerto Galera. The result is 
that the corals here are generally larger and, in the case 

of table-top coral, can grow 
to enormous sizes. The types 
and variety of marine life 
however, are by and large 
the same except, for the 
absence of the larger sharks.

We stayed at the Eagle Point 
Resort, which is one of the 
more modern resorts along 
the coast, complete with 
swimming pools and even 
a helipad; the Eagle Point 
Resort offers fully inclusive 
vacation packages for short 
or long stays. Of particular 
note is its well-equipped 
dive-shop and the fact that 
they have one of the most 
interesting reefs in the area, 
right on their doorstep – the 
Eagle Point Reef.

Would that the Eagle Point 
Resort had been around in 

1986 when I learned to dive in Anilao. Instead of stumbling 
over a rocky shore to get into the water for my basic 
training, as I did back then, the Eagle Point Resort has 
a superb sea-water, dive training pool, right in front of 
the dive-shop; the pool contains fi sh that you are likely 
to see when actually diving. In the sea-water pool there 
are even groupa and black-tip reef sharks, waiting to 
greet you as you take your fi rst tentative breaths fully 
submerged.

As mentioned previously, Anilao is different from Puerto 
Galera. In particular, where Puerto Galera has  most of 
the big fi sh action, Anilao is most famous for its macro-
photography experience. For example . . . 

The Anilao tourist offi ce shared with us that, in 2011, the 
California Academy of Sciences published its research 
on the Verde Island Passage, centered on Anilao. In its 
research they highlighted that, of the 900 or so known 
species of nudibranchs around the World, no less than 
600 nudibranch species can be found right here along 
the northern shore of the Verde Island Passage.

The variety of nudibranchs is easiest to imagine if you 
think about giving 900 children each a pot of putty, a 
hundred colors of paint, some feather boas and a few 
cocktail sticks and then asking them to create the most 
attractive looking garden slug. You would end up with 
900 nudibranch lookalikes but even these would probably 
do most real nudibranchs an injustice.

In addition to the amazing diversity of the nudibranchs, 
here your camera can capture the delicately colorful 
harlequin shrimp and ghost pipe fi sh. Moving up in size 
a little there are mimic octopus, scorpion fi sh and lion 
fi sh. If you want big fi sh action then a short distance 

Golden Anilao sunset 
showing Sombrero 
Island, Mindoro in the 
distance
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600 nudibranch 
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Passage
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Eagle Point ResortEagle Point Resort
The Adventure Starts Here

Eagle Point Resort is the Leading Dive, Leisure & Family Resort in Anilao. 
This seaside haven was developed with adventure and comfort in mind for 
everyone, a year round destination for divers, adventurers, nature lovers and 
for those who would just like to unwind from the hustle and bustle of city life.

Eagle Point Resort is strategically situated for scuba diving and snorkeling, 
in the middle of a network of 30 dive spots bursting with life and blessed with 
clear visibility. Diving is possible throughout the year. Just two hours driving  
distance from Manila airport, you will find an amazing kaleidoscope of 
creatures in pristine water. 
The  Anilao area is part of the Verde Island Passage, one of the most diverse 
marine ecosystems in the world.  Our protected reef in front of Eagle Point 
Resort was found by a U.K. marine biologist team several years ago to have 
287 species of corals, compared to only 50 species in the Caribbean, and 250 
species in the world - famous Tubbataha Reefs in the Sulu Seas, in the south 
of the Philippines.

for those who would just like to unwind from the hustle and bustle of city life.

in the middle of a network of 30 dive spots bursting with life and blessed with 

EAGLE POINT RESORT
Anilao, Mabini, Batangas City, 4202 Philippines    Phone: (+632) 813 3560    Mobile: +63-917 846 3958

Email: reservations@eaglepointresort.com.ph    Website: www.eaglepointresort.com.ph
Anilao, Mabini, Batangas City, 4202 Philippines    Phone: (+632) 813 3560    Mobile: +63-917 846 3958
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away is the Twin Rocks reef where you can fi nd schools 
of jacks and trevally.

Perhaps the most popular destination around Anilao, for 
marine variety in any one place, is the iconic Sombrero 
Island. Sombrero Island is easy diving for all levels of 
experience and offers some relatively unique encounters 
with reef fi sh like the small basslets and scalefi n anthias 
but there are larger moray eels and lion fi sh here too.

Wherever you choose to dive around Anilao you will be 
amazed by the variety and color that the Verde Island 
Passage has to offer and, because it is 90 minutes or 
less from Manila, it is still the most convenient scuba 
diving area to the metropolis.

Snorkeling Anilao

The coastline of Anilao is now almost entirely a Marine 
Protected Area, with no fi shing with nets allowed. Local 
fi shermen have been very supportive of the need to 
protect the breeding areas and mooring buoys have 
been installed along the coast, to prevent resort service 
boats from having to drop anchors that may otherwise 
damage the corals.

As a result, one could almost claim that the entire 
coastline is a snorkeling area and you would not be far 
wrong. The difference between snorkeling Anilao and 
Puerto Galera is that here the marine life is more 
dispersed by tidal fl ows and concentrations of fi sh are 
not so intense. If there is a second difference it is that 
there are few fi shermen around to tow you around, so 
you need to know how to swim and fi n.

One of the unique offerings of the Eagle Point Resort 
is a day trip to Sepoc Beach – a small, pretty white sand 

beach on the western extremity of Maricaban Island. 
The resort owns the land behind the beach and provide 
picnic tours that can include snorkeling if you ask nicely. 
Ask nicely, for the corals here are thoroughly washed 
daily by the main tidal fl ow of the Verde Island Passage 
and you may chance to encounter some of the larger 
fi sh and marine creatures of the Passage within just a 
few feet from shore.

If you are adventurous, and can fathom the limited, 
but complicated, ferry schedule, then the East end of 
Maricaban Island is also a great place to snorkel. The 
corals in the passage between Maricaban and Bonito 
islands are spectacular. But, you will need to take note 
of the tide changes here as the fl ow can move you 
quite rapidly if you are not paying attention.

Windsurfi ng Anilao

Anilao is spiritual home of the Philippine Olympic Wind 
Surfi ng team. For decades, windsurfers have been 
learning how to pull up their sails, windsurf along the 
beach and perform a 180 degree turn to come back.

Out on the smooth waters off Anilao, during the Ami-
han (northeast monsoon, October to May), you will 
fi nd team members perfecting their skills in the hope 
that one day they may be able to bring home a gold 
medal for their country.

The main reason that Anilao is so popular for wind-
surfi ng is that the gradient breeze of the northeast 
monsoon slides across the southern part of Batangas 
and then accelerates out through a valley, just East 
of Anilao, and across the Balayan Bay. There is almost 
always good wind, during the Amihan, and very little 
wave action.

Eagle Point Resort’s 
sea-water dive 

training pool
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As we have already mentioned, Anilao is also 90 minutes 
or less from Manila so it makes for an easy decision 
to-go or no-go, depending on the wind on the day. 
You can rent windsurfi ng equipment in Anilao from a 
number of resorts but I would still recommend Puerto 
Galera for absolute beginners because the Amihan wind 
in Anilao is off-shore (blowing away from the beach), 
and if you get tired then the next stop is Lubang Island, 
some 70Km distant.

Future Notes

In conversation with Mr. Romeo Roxas, President of the 
Puerto Galera Business and Tourism Enterprise Association, 
we learned that efforts are being made to encourage 
the Super Cat ferry to serve Puerto Galera, maybe as 
early as next summer. The Super Cat service will cut the 
journey time from Batangas to Puerto Galera by almost 
half but, more important, it will add an enhanced feeling 
of comfort for tourists who are nervous about crossing 
choppy water.

In conversation with Ms. Aileen Bareng, municipal tourism 
offi cer for Puerto Galera, we received confi rmation that 
a domestic airport is planned for Puerto Galera, apparently 
to be completed before 2020.

How To Get To The Verde Island Passage

Getting to the Verde Island Passage is easy, just drive 
South from Manila to Batangas. Just before the port 
you can turn right to Anilao, Mabini, or continue on and 
take a ferry to Puerto Galera. The ferries to Puerto Galera run 
year-round, during daylight hours; during the Amihan 
season (October through May) there is also the option 
to take the Ro-ro ferry that travels to Balatero, Puerto 
Galera at 8.00pm daily. When taking the daytime ferry, 

always try to get the Minolo Shipping Lines ferries as 
these are faster than the alternatives.

If you prefer to take an air-conditioned bus to Batangas, 
these run throughout the day and most of the night, 
from Cubao and from Pasay - at the corner of Taft 
Avenue and Sen. Gil Puyat Avenue (Buendia). The buses 
that state they travel via “Calabarzon” and “ACTEx” are 
the fastest – 90 minutes travel time or less. For Anilao, 
Mabini, you will need to alight at the Diversion Road 
Terminal and take a jeepney signposted to “Mabini”.

Once in Anilao or in Puerto Galera you can always fi nd 
a tricycle to get you around, but these can frequently 
be more expensive than using resort transport, as the 
tricycle fare structures are completely unregulated. In 
Puerto Galera you have the additional option of renting 
a motorcycle and driving yourself.

Where to Stay Around the 
Verde Island Passage

There are more than one hundred resorts to choose 
from in Puerto Galera and they range from backpacker 
accommodation all the way to fi ve-star. During the All 
Souls Regatta and this fact fi nding mission we stayed 
at Badladz Adventure Resort and Elizabeth’s Hideaway. 
The rooms were better at Elizabeth’s while the food was 
superior at Badladz; Elizabeth’s has a swimming pool 
and a beach and the price difference refl ects this.

Anilao has more than 50 resorts, ranging from one-star 
to four-star. We stayed at the Eagle Point Resort and 
found it to be quite satisfactory for both rooms and for 
food. With the dive-shop and swimming pools, Eagle 
Point has almost everything you might need for a water 
sports adventure in Anilao.

Dive training pool 
complete with black-

tip reef sharks
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E Activity Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Bird Watching * * * * * * * * * * * *

Caving / Potholing * * * * *      * * *

Island hopping * * * * *      * * *

Jet Skiing / Water Toys * * * * *      * * *

Kayaking * * * * * * * * * * * *

Kiteboarding * * * * *      * *

Sailing  * * * * *      * * *

Scuba Diving * * *  * * * * * * * * *

Snorkeling (Anilao) * * * * *      * * *

Snorkeling (Puerto Galera) * * * * * * * * * * * *

Sport Fishing * * * * * * * *  * * * *

Trekking/Waterfalls   * * * * *      * * *

Wakeboarding * * * * * * * * * * * *

Wind Surfi ng * * * * *      * * *

Wakeboarding * * * * * * * * * * * *

Wind Surfi ng * * * * *      * * *

When To Visit/ 
What To Do In 

Verde Island 
Passage

Paciencia “Nini” C. Casapao
Anilao Tourism Offi ce
Anilao Pier, Anilao
Telephone: +63 43 410-0607

Aileen Bareng
Puerto Galera Tourism Offi ce
Muelle Pier, Puerto Galera
Telephone:  +63 43 442-0182

Lolit Bernardino
GPLP Tours
Sabang Beach, Puerto Galera
Telephone: +63 926 339-6474
Email: adventure172001@yahoo.com

Eddie Garcia 
Puerto Galera Adventure Sports
The Sandbar, Puerto Galera
Telephone: +63 43 706-3998

Puerto Galera Yacht Club
Sto. Nino, Puerto Galera
Telephone: +63 43 287–3401
Email: clubhouse@pgyc.org

Badladz Adventure Resort
Muelle Pier, Puerto Galera
Telephone: +63 43 287-3693
Email: info@badladz.com

Big Apple Dive Resort
Sabang Beach, Puerto Galera
Telephone: +63 43 287-3134
Email: reservations@divebigapple.com

Elizabeth’s Hideaway
The Sandbar, Puerto Galera
Telephone: +63 43 706-3998
Email: elizabethideaway@ymail.com

Eagle Point Resort
Anilao, Mabini
Telephone:  +63 2 813-3553
Email: reservations@eaglepointresort.com.ph

List of 
Contacts
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www.campbellsbeachresort.com
www.scandidivers.com

Prime, leased, waterfront properties 
for sale in Barrio Sabang, Puerto Galera
Available: one or more leased commercial and/or residential 

properties in prime 100% waterfront locations for sale or 
sale-leaseback assured by seller. Buyer may enjoy  

personal use (full or part- time) of excellent furnished 
residential units and absentee owner excellent property 

management is available.   Range: P3-15 million         
contact: rabigler@portofi no.com.ph
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CAPT’N GREGGS
BEACH RESORT 
RESTAURANT 
AND DIVE SHOP
Sabang Beach, Puerto Galera, 
Oriental Mindoro, Philippines
Phone/Fax +63 43 287 3071/71 
Tel +63 918 901 4571 
Mobile +63 917 540 4570 
Email captngreggs@gmx.net

Tel.: (6343) 287 3052

www. southseadivers. com

Campbell’s Beach Resort 
                           & Scandi Divers

Located on Big Lalaguna Beach

Rooms to suit all budgets
Spectacular ocean views
Best value dive prices
Friendly staff  and great food

air2go  Sabang, Puerto Galera 
Phone (043) 287-3137 
mobile 0908-251-5928 
Email: jackmartinpaguio@yahoo.com

CLASSIFIED ADS from PhP 750!
Power Boats • Sailing Yachts • House & Lot 

Businesses • Motor Vehicles
Call: 02 551 4587 / +63 918 963 8177
E-Mail: info@activeboatingwatersports.com 
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t’s the early bird that catches the worm, they say . . . 
or you can travel overnight to Calapan and be 

there when the fi rst rays of sun are bursting across 
Tayabas Bay, bathing the Baco Islands in gold, to 
catch a different breed.

Calapan City is in the extreme northeast corner of 
Oriental Mindoro; it lies at the entrance of the Verde 
Island Passage as approached from the East. It is a 
pass-through city on the Philippine Nautical Highway. 
Day and night, the Ro-ro vehicle/passenger ferries 
arrive from Batangas and dock here, opening their 
cavernous holds to give birth to streams of trucks, 
buses, cars and people before retuning impregnated 
with vehicles and travelers from the South, for the 
return trip. Passed-through many times have I - to 
Bualalcao, Boracay, Iloilo and beyond - because I never 
had a reason to stop  . . . until today.

Following a chance conversation with Rose Perez, while 
visiting Zambales, I was invited to join the Bikyakers of 
Calapan this Sunday morning, at 6.00am. It could have 

been any Sunday morning at 6.00am, because that 
is when this unique breed of Calapaneño is active.

Once an informal mountain-bike club, whose number 
explored the roads and trails of the northern reaches of 
Oriental Mindoro, a couple of years ago two members 
bought kayaks for their alternate pleasure. Within a 
few months, more kayaks were purchased by other 
members and kayaking became the alternative sport 
for days when roads may be more treacherous. Merging 
‘bikers’ and ‘kayakers’, the Bikyakers of Calapan were 
born; the Bikyakers motto is, “Paddle Or Die”.

Today, kayaking is the predominant Bikyakers sport, 
and everyone is welcome to join them at 6.00am on 
any Sunday morning. The only requirement is that you 
“bring your own drinking water” . . . I also  recommend 
a hearty breakfast before sunrise.

On this particular Sunday the stated destination was 
the Baco Islands and, if everyone was game, onwards 
to Silonay Island for some snorkeling. 

I

Words by 
MARTYN WILLES 
Photographs as 

credited

Chatting 
around I 
discover that 
Bikyakers 
are mostly 
a mixed 
bunch of 
farmers, 
architects, 
media 
specialists and 
entrepreneurs 
from around 
Calapan.  
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On a Sunday morning, 
this unique breed of 
Calapaneños are active.CALAPAN

The offi cial “Paddle 
or Die” logo plastered
on the side of a kayak
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Above: Day and night, 
passenger ferries arrive 
from Batangas and 
dock here

Right: Club members 
relax after reaching 
Baco Island

are few fi sh to view from above. I made a mental note to 
return here with full snorkeling gear one day.

Chico Island is similar to Baco, insomuch as it is densely 
covered with mostly plantation trees (coconut and 
other fruits), but smaller; the white, coral sand beach 
is equally inviting and the water so very clear. Here we 
had to make the choice whether to paddle on to Silonay 
Island or back to Calapan. My elbow was not in good 
condition and I suggested Silonay may be a stretch too 
far for me. I received some support from others and the 
decision was made: Calapan for brunch.

On the return, we had to pause mid-way, this time  
for a passing Ro-ro to transit our course before pressing 
on to land on the beach in front of the Anahaw beach 
resort. Kayaks were pulled ashore and carried to the 
storage shed or onto the roof racks of waiting cars. 
It was not yet noon.

With some assistance I was able to achieve a temporary 
repair of my sandals in the town and board the 1.00pm 
ferry to Manila. The air-conditioned bus from Batangas 
Pier delivered me to Makati City in double time and I 
was home in time to watch the sunset over Manila Bay. 
There could be better ways to spend a Sunday but I 
am not sure that it would have been in the company 
of such a friendly bunch of Calapaneños nor in such an 
unexpectedly beautiful part of the Philippines.

If you want to discover Calapan as it has never been 
seen before then contact Rose Perez by email 
<rose_prz@yahoo.com> and make a date for any 
Sunday at 6.00am, with the Bikyakers of Calapan. 
Paddle or die, it’s your choice. 

We pulled our kayaks out over the estuary mud (bare 
feet better than sandals I discovered) and launched 
ourselves into the river where it meets the sea.

With a clear sky overhead our fi rst objective was brilliantly 
lit by the morning sun, just six kilometers away.

The island of Baco is the largest and closest of three 
tropical island gems that lay North of Calapan City, 
and gives its name to the group. Our pod of ten, two-
person, sit-on-top, sea kayaks paddled out across the 
water in the general direction of Baco, towards a sandy 
beach, clearly visible on the southern shore.

We sped up at one point to make sure we were beyond 
the wake of a SuperCat ferry, destined for Calapan Pier, 
but for the most part the paddle was leisurely . . . a 
Sunday morning stroll, if you will.

Arriving at the beach we all stumble ashore onto the 
coarse, white coral sand and enjoy the achievement. 
Chatting around I discover that Bikyakers are mostly 
a mixed bunch of farmers, architects, media 
specialists and entrepreneurs from around Calapan. 
Some are also mountaineers and have scaled the dizzy 
heights of Mount Halcon and many other Philippine 
peaks, but this is their Sunday ritual – kayaking around 
Calapan. They all have one thing in common: they 
would rather paddle than die.

Sliding back into paddling position, we passed around 
the western side of Baco and headed for Chico Island, 
about two kilometers distant. The West side of Baco is 
a marine protected area and, in particular, the corals 
around the northwest corner are spectacularly bountiful 
and almost unscathed by man or storm, although there 

They all have one 
thing in common: 
they would rather 
paddle than die.
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CLASSIFIED ADS from PhP 750!
Power Boats • Sailing Yachts • House & Lot 

Businesses • Motor Vehicles
Call: 02 551 4587 / +63 918 963 8177
E-Mail: info@activeboatingwatersports.com 

   ex. Phil. Coast Guard     Patrol Vessel
Caterpillar 320 HP Marine Turbo
diesel engine, Furono navigati on
radar and marine radio, 
Hamilton Jet-drive

                   Tel/text: +63 927 349-3140 
Php 2.9 M (negoti able) or email: cebuboat@yahoo.com

Built in New Zealand,
In great conditi on,

located in Cebu,
Philippines.

(1995) 2-stroke outboard with a 
25-inch leg. 365 original hours and 
in excellent running condition. 
Comes complete with controls, Morse 
cables and instruments. Tacho, hour 
meter and all fi ttings to link up the 
oil drum. Spare impeller rebuild kit, 
spark plugs and oil. 
6-MONTH WARRANTY

Php 230,000 
0918-963-8177

Easy Rider Nova Speed Boat For Sale
Australian Easy Rider 
Nova (LOA 15Ft), 
with 60HP 2-Stroke 
Mercury outboard 
engine. Seats six 
people; Walk Thru 
Windscreen; Stainless 
steel Bimini. Incud-
ing lanching trailer. 
Currently Subic Bay. PhP 450,000 Tel/Txt: 0918 963 8177

Yamaha Cruiser 
Speed Boat with 
60HP Yamaha 
2-Stroke Outboard 
Motor; LOA 21ft; 
with 2xBimini; 
V-berth forward; 
Electric Anchor 
Winch; Humminbird 
Fish Finder; Deck 
Shower. PhP 790,000 Tel/Txt: 0918 963 8177

Yamaha 21 Cruiser Speed Boat For Sale

150hp Johnson 
Outboard Motor
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The Largest
Yacht Chandler in the Philippines

With over 10,000 stock items
from all the Leading Manufacturers

                 GPS                      Cleaning Compounds          Lighting & Electrical             Jackets & Vests

The Philippine Distributor of Famous, Quality Brands

Hull, Deck & Cabin    Plumbing & Water Systems        Communication                       Funtoys 
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